
ABSTRACT 
 

GUPTA, SHINEY. Multi-Storey Stacked Driver Topology for Reduced Swing and Low 

Power Bus Operation. (Under the direction of Dr. Paul D. Franzon). 

 

A stacked driver topology to reduce the voltage swing on bus interconnect has been 

presented. This topology has been proved to exhibit power savings for long interconnect 

lengths. At the technology node of 130nm, for an interconnect loading of 400 fF, a 32 bit 

reduced swing bus has been demonstrated to show 18%-20% power savings over its full 

swing counterpart. The bus topology and driver and receiver circuits have been discussed in 

detail. A disparity calculation methodology has been proposed to aid in the balanced working 

of the reduced swing bus structure. The advantages and limitations of this methodology have 

been discussed. Situations in which the reduced swing bus circuit will be advantageous have 

been discussed along with the disadvantages that come along with the advantages. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

 

With the increasing popularity of hand held devices – notebooks, tablets, smart phones 

etc., there is a need for having integrated circuits which operate on low power, since battery 

life is a major concern in such kind of portable devices. Also as the complexity of integrated 

circuits increase more and more heat is generated in the integrated circuit due to increased 

switching. Both these factors are an indicative of how important a concern it is these days to 

have circuits which operate on low power. From the analysis presented in [5], it can be seen 

that for complex integrated circuits, the power consumed by on chip interconnect is major 

percentage of the total power consumed by a chip. Graphs in fig. 1 taken from [5] show that 

interconnect power (referred to as wire power) is about 15% to 20% of total chip power on 

250nm and if the off chip power is excluded then this percentage bumps up to about 30% to 

40%. It can also be seen that as feature size scales down, the percentage power consumption 

of interconnects is increasing if off chip power is excluded. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Graphs showing that interconnect power is (a) 15-20% of chip power including off chip power 

and (b) 30-40% of chip power excluding off chip power [5] 
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The graph in fig. 2 from [6] shows repeater power (used for long interconnects) for 

different values of rent’s exponent over recent years and there is also analysis in [6] which 

shows that interconnect power is almost as much as repeater power. Thus it can be seen that 

for rent’s exponent of 0.55, interconnect power is almost 30% of ITRS dictated total power 

budget of a chip. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Repeater power dissipation as a function of technology node along with ITRS dictated total 

chip power budget [6] 

 

Thus reducing interconnect power for long interconnects can also have a significant 

impact on power savings for a complete chip as a whole. Global buses and clock routes are 

examples of long interconnects. In the work presented here, the issue of switching power 

reduction for buses has been addressed. The work in [7] also presents analysis on a circuit 

showing that power consumption in buses is although not as much as clock power, but is still 

a significant and comparable amount. The work in [9, 10] also shows analysis supporting that 

interconnect power is also a major contributor of power consumption in FPGAs. 
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1.2 Background and related work 

 

Reducing voltage swing is a very commonly used technique to reduce the dynamic power 

consumption [1, 2, 3, 8]. In this thesis, the same idea has been used to reduce the power 

consumption of driver circuits driving interconnects with high capacitive load. 

Previously, work has been done on similar lines to reduce the power consumption of the 

driver circuit by reducing the voltage swing on the interconnect [1,2,3,8]. Full advantage of 

the techniques discussed in [1] and [2] can be achieved if the swing is reduced to as low as 

1/8
th

 and 1/16
th

 of the value of VDD respectively. But in the current technology nodes, the 

VDD values are as it is very low and if the voltage swing is reduced to 1/8
th

 or 1/16
th

 of the 

current VDD values, it may be difficult to recover the data at the receiver end, or even if it 

has to be done, very complex sense amplifiers which can detect very small swing may be 

required at the receiver end which may be complex to design. The work in [3] presents many 

driver schemes to reduce interconnect switching power, but most of these driver schemes rely 

on generation of additional reference voltages, and the circuitry for those may also be power 

hungry and may reduce the power savings achieved. Another scheme for reducing voltage 

swing on interconnect has been presented in [8], but it is again based on generating two 

reference voltages within the circuit and may have same disadvantages as [3]. 

In the scheme proposed in this thesis, reducing the voltage swing on the interconnect has 

been achieved by reducing the swing of the driver output as in most of the approaches in 

[1,2,3,8]. Here, this has been achieved by stacking two drivers within the same VDD and 

ground rail, one on top of the other. A similar approach has been used for reducing the power 

supply noise in digital logic in [11,12]. This approach has also been applied to a three 
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dimensional integrated circuit (3DIC) in [4]. In [4,11,12] logic has been stacked but with 

each stack operating at full VDD swing. In the scheme proposed here, this idea has been 

extended to stack two levels within one VDD only, thereby reducing the output swing of the 

driver circuitry to VDD/2. 

1.3 Aim and scope of the study 

 

A new driver circuit topology has been proposed for the bus circuits with the aim of 

reducing switching power. The circuit has been made using a 130nm kit from MOSIS called 

‘MOSIS Tezzaron 3DIC PDK TDP_2011q2v3’. The circuit proposed here has been 

compared with its full swing counterpart to demonstrate dynamic power savings. Further the 

conditions under which the proposed circuit gives favorable results have been explored. The 

circuit limitations have also been discussed. 

1.4 Methodology – Introduction and Application 

 

The proposed circuit reduces the voltage swing on each interconnect to VDD/2. This is 

achieved by stacking two driver circuits one on top of the other between one power and 

ground rail. The architecture is such that automatically the interconnect voltages swing either 

between 0 to VDD/2 or VDD/2 to VDD. 

The swing is recovered to full swing at the receiver end simply with the help of skewed 

inverters. A very simple disparity calculation scheme is applied to the data before feeding it 

into the bus to help in the working of the bus circuit for error free transmission. The main 

reduced swing circuit exhibits about 45 - 67% power savings across various values of 

interconnect capacitance. But the initial disparity calculation circuit and the skewed inverters 
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have a power overhead which limits the application of this architecture only to scenarios 

which have high interconnect capacitance. This power overhead may however get reduced as 

the technology scales down since the transistor capacitances decrease with technology 

scaling. In 130 nm technology with 1.2V supply voltage, a net power savings of about 18-

20% is demonstrated at interconnect capacitive load value of 400fF. 

This power saving is however achieved at the cost of a major area and delay overhead 

and thus is useful for systems where power is a bigger concern than area. However, the 

advantage of this scheme is the simplicity of its design and so this circuit can be very easily 

redesigned for any technology node. 

Power consumed by the driver circuit for a bus can be given by the following equation 

[1,3]. 

Power = Cload*f*VDD*Vswing 

Here Cload is the capacitive load on the interconnect being driven, f is the frequency of 

switching on the interconnect, VDD is the supply voltage across the driver and Vswing is the 

voltage swing on the interconnect. In most schemes discussed in [1,2,3] just the Vswing is 

lowered, but in the scheme presented here both VDD and Vswing are reduced thus giving more 

power savings. 

1.5 Outline 

 

Chapter two describes in detail the circuit design and the design approach for each block. 

Chapter three covers the results of circuit simulations. Chapter four covers the conclusions 

and scope of future work and usability of the circuit. 
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Chapter 2 – Circuit Design 

2.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter basically describes the circuit of the reduced swing bus in detail. Section 

2.2 explains the basic theoretical concept of stacking two drivers in one voltage rail which 

has been used in the proposed circuit. Section 2.3 explains the reduced swing driver and 

receiver circuit. Section 2.4 explains the circuitry used to increase the swing of the reduced 

swing outputs of the bus back to full swing. Section 2.5 explains the disparity calculation 

logic used to control the inputs to help in better bus operation. The requirements from this 

logic and the necessity of this logic will become clear in the following sections. Finally 

section 2.6 explains the complete circuit in totality with all the components from the previous 

sections connected. 

2.2 The main idea of stacked drivers 

 

 

Figure 3 - Figure showing the stacked driver topology and current path for various input combinations 
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The work presented here demonstrates reduced power consumption through stacking 

driver circuits for two bits one on top of the other within one voltage rail thereby reducing 

the output swing of both the drivers to half of the original VDD. 

Fig. 3(a) shows this basic scheme. The key is to make the “mid” node stay at VDD/2, 

so that output swing of 0 to VDD/2 and VDD/2 to VDD is obtained on outputs ‘out_u’ and 

‘out_d’ respectively. Figs. 3(b), (c), (d) and (e) show the current paths for all possible 

combinations of the upper and lower inputs – ‘in_u’ and ‘in_d’. If the transistors are sized 

appropriately (keeping in mind that there is a difference in electron and hole mobility), then it 

can be seen that the mid rail will be balanced best when both inputs are logically opposite to 

each other. When in_u = ‘1’ and in_d = ‘0’ (fig. 3(b)), there is a current path both to and 

from the mid rail causing it to balance at VDD/2. When in_u = ‘0’ and in_d = ‘1’ (fig. 3(d)), 

there is no current path to or from mid rail thereby causing no change to the mid rail voltage 

and thus it would stay at VDD/2 if it was previously at VDD/2. Whereas in the case where 

both inputs are ‘1’ or ‘0’ (figs. 3(c) and (d) respectively), it can be seen that there is only a 

current path to or from mid rail respectively, thereby causing the mid rail to settle at higher 

that VDD/2 or lower than VDD/2 in respective cases. Thus the key to proper operation of 

this architecture is to ensure that the inputs to both the drivers are logically opposite. Another 

important requirement for this topology to work well is that the threshold voltages of the 

transistors being used should be significantly less than VDD/2 otherwise, it can be seen from 

fig. 3(a), that the VGS across the inner pmos and nmos will not be a significant amount and 

will result in very sluggish output slopes in some cases. Also, this circuit will not work at all 
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if the threshold voltages of the transistors being used is greater than VDD/2. The following 

sections show how this idea has been extended to develop it as a 32 bit bus. 

2.3 The reduced swing driver and receiver circuit 

 

 

Figure 4 - The stacked reduced swing driver and receiver circuit 

 

In this section, the circuit for the reduced swing 32 bit bus has been discussed. The 

driver circuit basically is the circuit discussed in section 2.2 above. A pass transistor has been 

attached at the output of the circuit in section 2.2. There is an enable signal at the gate inputs 
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of this pass transistor to make the bus bi-directional. The bus will only transmit data if the 

enable signal is logic ‘1’. The driver outputs are loaded with capacitances and resistances to 

model the interconnect load. The outputs of the interconnect load are connected to receivers 

which have similar topology but slightly different sizing scheme as compared to the drivers. 

The main reduced swing bus circuit can be seen in fig. 4. The reason for having a reduced 

swing receiver is that it consumes lesser power as compared to the full swing receiver and 

also the mid rails for the driver and receiver are shared. This sharing helps in balancing the 

voltage level on the mid rail better since the inputs to the driver and receiver will always be 

logically opposite. This balancing alone however is not sufficient to keep the mid rail at 

VDD/2 because the receiver transistors and driver transistors are differently sized and also 

the driver transistors are driven more strongly than the receiver transistors since they are 

driven by full swing inputs. The circuit used to restore the swing of the reduced swing 

receiver output is discussed in section 2.4 ahead. 

Fig. 4 shows the circuit of the main reduced swing bus which consists of two reduced 

swing drivers and two corresponding reduced swing receivers. This circuit is instantiated 16 

times with all 16 instances sharing the VDD, ground and mid rail. Each instance has drivers 

for 2 bits and so a total bus width of 16*2 = 32 bits is obtained. The important thing to note 

here is that there is no external voltage supply of VDD/2 on the mid rail. It is just being 

maintained at approximately VDD/2 by controlling the inputs to the drivers. The details of 

how this is done are discussed ahead in section 2.5 on the disparity calculator. 
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Having 32 drivers connected to the same mid rail (16 up and 16 below) give it better 

stability and so it is not necessary that all 16 upper bits are logically opposite to the 16 lower 

bits. Further discussion on this aspect is covered in section 2.5 on the disparity calculator. 

2.3.1 The circuit Setup 

 

This section discusses the setup of the circuit in fig. 4. A DC voltage of 1.2 V is 

supplied across the VDD and ground net. All transistors are LVT (low threshold voltage) and 

have gate lengths of 130 nm. Since even the LVT transistors in the design kit in use have a 

threshold voltage of about 0.5V which is very close to the VDD/2 value (0.6V in this case), 

so the bodies of all the transistors have been forward biased with respect to the respective 

source nodes. This caused lowering of the threshold voltages of the transistors. The pins ‘a’, 

‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’ in the fig. 4 are the pins which are connected to external voltage sources for 

the purposes of biasing. The details of how the connections are done are covered in section 

2.6 ahead. 

2.3.2 Transistor sizing 

 

The circuit details and transistor sizing is now discussed. The transistors MP0, MN2, 

MP6 and MN5 are part of the reduced swing drivers to which full swing inputs ‘inu_i’ and 

‘ind_i’ are fed. Since the drivers have to drive huge loads (capacitive load of the 

interconnect), these transistors have very huge widths. The transistors MN1, MP3, MN7 and 

MP4 make the transmission gates for each driver and are minimally sized, since their only 

purpose is to block current if the enable signal is at logic ‘0’, otherwise they just allow 

current to pass. The outputs of the pass gates of both the drivers are loaded with a 
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capacitance of 400 fF and resistance of 100 Ω which is to represent the loading of a 2 mm 

interconnect in this technology kit. The transistors MP1, MN3, MP7 and MN4 are a part of 

the reduced swing receiver. The sizes of these transistors are significantly smaller than the 

sizes of the transistors in the reduced swing driver. This is because the receiver unlike the 

transmitter does not have to drive high loads. Both the inverters used for the reduced swing 

receiver are skewed. MP1 is made stronger than MN3 and MN4 is made stronger than MP7. 

This is because the rise time of the input of the upper receiver is lesser than its fall time. 

Similarly the fall time of the input of the lower receiver is lesser than its rise time. This is 

caused by the fact that the VGS values at the inner transistors (MN2 and MP6) of the drivers 

are VDD/2 as compared to the VGS values at the outer transistors (MP0 and MN5) of the 

drivers which are VDD as discussed in section 2.2 above. Thus the transistors MN2 and MP6 

are weekly driven in comparison to the transistors MP0 and MP5. 

Thus the outputs ‘outu_red’ and ‘outd_red’ obtained from the two receivers are 

logically equal to the inputs ‘inu_i’ and ‘ind_i’ respectively but are reduced swing. The upper 

output, ‘outu_red’ swings from VDD/2 to VDD and the lower output, ‘outd_red’ swings 

from 0 to VDD/2. 

2.4 The skewed inverter level converter at receiver 

 

In this section, the circuit used for increasing the swing of the reduced outputs to full 

swing has been discussed. The most common and easy method of passing the signals through 

skewed inverters is used. Fig. 5 shows the circuit used. A DC voltage of 1.2 V has been 

supplied between both VDDD and ground rails and VDDA and ground rails. The body 

terminals of all transistors have been forward biased with respect to respective source nodes 
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as discussed for transistors in section 2.3, again for the purpose of reducing the threshold 

voltages. The inputs ‘outu_red’ and ‘outd_red’ are the outputs of the reduced swing bus from 

section 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Skewed inverter level converters at receiver 

 

The upper reduced swing input passes through a skewed inverter made up of MP8 

and MN11 first and then through the inverter made up of MP10 and MN13. In the first 

inverter, the pmos MP8 is stronger than the nmos MN11 because the input to it (outu_red), 

swings only from VDD/2 to VDD and the lower level of the swing needs to be decreased to 

0. Since this is a skewed inverter, it does increase the swing of the signal being passed 

through it but may not restore it fully. This restoration is carried out by the second inverter 

(MP10 and MN13) which is a small sized inverter with equal pull up and pull down 

resistances. This not only restores the swing to full 0 to VDD, but also makes sure that the 

final output (outu) is logically same as the input (inu_i from section 2.3 above) to the bus. 
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On similar lines, the lower reduced swing input first passes through the skewed 

inverter made up of MP9 and MN12 in which the nmos, MN12 is stronger than the pmos 

MP9, because the input to it (outd_red), swings only from 0 to VDD/2 and the upper level of 

the swing needs to be increased to full VDD. Again, since this is the skewed inverter, output 

may not be full swing and so its output is passed through another small sized inverter made 

up of MP11 and MN14 which is similar sized to the inverter made by MP10 and MN13 and 

serves similar purpose as that inverter. Thus the swing of the signal on the buses is restored 

using skewed inverters at the receiver end. 

2.5 The disparity calculator 

 

In this section, the scheme to code the inputs of the bus, to make sure that there is 

appropriate balance between the data on the 16 upper level drivers and 16 lower level drivers 

is discussed. 

2.5.1 Background 

 

As shown in section 2.2, the ideal situation would be when all the 16 upper level 

inputs are logically opposite to all the 16 lower level inputs. This means that there is always a 

‘0’ input on the lower level for every ‘1’ input on the upper level and vice versa. 

For explaining this, a term called ‘disparity’ is introduced. ‘Disparity’ is defined as 

the difference between the number of ‘1’ inputs on the upper level and number of ‘0’ inputs 

on the lower level. It is easy to understand that the difference between the number of ‘0’ 

inputs on the upper level and the number of ‘1’ inputs on the lower level will be the same as 

the previous number. This can be shown by the following simple analysis. 
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Suppose the number of ‘1’ inputs on the upper level is ‘x’ and on the lower level is 

‘y’. This implies that the number of ‘0’ inputs on the upper level will be ‘16-x’ and on the 

lower level will be ‘16-y’. 

Thus, disparity = x – (16-y) = x+y-16 or, disparity = (16-x) – y = -(x+y-16). 

So we can see that whichever way the calculation is done, the answer will be the same in 

terms of absolute value which is what is relevant here. 

2.5.2 The logic used 

 

Ideally, the value of ‘disparity’ should be ‘zero’ (as per discussion in section 2.2), but 

obviously it will not be so all the time. Since there are a total of 32 bits of input tied to the 

same mid rail (the one in section 2.3 above), so even a non-zero disparity may be tolerable by 

the circuit if it is a small number. 

From the above definition, the absolute value of disparity can range from 0 to 16. The 

logic proposed here is based on the fact that if the lower 16 bits of the bus are inverted, then 

if the resulting disparity is lesser than the disparity in the original data, then the lower 16 bits 

should be inverted. Since doing this would reduce the disparity between the upper and lower 

inputs, it would also reduce the swing on the mid rail of the bus circuit. 

From very simple analysis it can be shown that for a bus of width 32, if the disparity 

is greater than or equal to 8, then the disparity of the upper bits with lower bits inverted will 

always be lesser than or equal to 8. This can be proved if a truth table is made with all 

possible combinations of ‘x’ and ‘y’ variables from above. Table 1 shows the truth table for a 

bus of width 8 to illustrate this point where the similar threshold is 2 which is obtained on 

dividing 8 by 4. 
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Table 1 - Table showing disparity values for bus width of 8 

 
U1 U0 D1 D0 DB1 DB0 U1-D0 U1-DB0 

0 4 0 4 4 0 -4 0 

1 3 0 4 4 0 -3 1 

2 2 0 4 4 0 -2 2 

3 1 0 4 4 0 -1 3 

4 0 0 4 4 0 0 4 

0 4 1 3 3 1 -3 -1 

1 3 1 3 3 1 -2 0 

2 2 1 3 3 1 -1 1 

3 1 1 3 3 1 0 2 

4 0 1 3 3 1 1 3 

0 4 2 2 2 2 -2 -2 

1 3 2 2 2 2 -1 -1 

2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 

3 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 

4 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 

0 4 3 1 1 3 -1 -3 

1 3 3 1 1 3 0 -2 

2 2 3 1 1 3 1 -1 

3 1 3 1 1 3 2 0 

4 0 3 1 1 3 3 1 

0 4 4 0 0 4 0 -4 

1 3 4 0 0 4 1 -3 

2 2 4 0 0 4 2 -2 

3 1 4 0 0 4 3 -1 

4 0 4 0 0 4 4 0 

 

In table 1, the first four columns show all possible combinations of number of 1’s and 

0’s in upper and lower levels. The next two columns show the corresponding number of 1’s 

and 0’s in the lower level if the lower level bits are toggled. The seventh column shows the 

disparity value without toggling of lower level bits and eighth column shows the value of 

disparity if the lower level bits are toggled. Thus we can see that when the value in seventh 

column is greater than or equal to 2, the corresponding value in the eighth column is less than 

or equal to 2. 

A simple control circuit has been made using verilog coding followed by synthesis. 

This circuit calculates the disparity and generates a control signal if the disparity is greater 

than or equal to 8 or less than -8. When this control signal is generated, the 16 inputs at the 

lower level are inverted and supplied to the bus instead of being supplied directly. When this 

is done, the new absolute value of disparity automatically becomes less than or equal to 8, 
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thus reducing the swing on the mid rail in comparison to the swing which would have been 

caused by the input with disparity greater than 8. This helps in better circuit operation and 

reduces the number of errors in transmission. This scheme however has its limitations which 

are discussed in section 3.5. The same control signal which determined whether direct or 

toggled inputs are applied to the bus can also be used at the receiver end to decide whether 

the output signals from the bus need to be toggled or not to obtain correct data. 

2.6 The complete bus 

 

 

Figure 6 - Figure showing the complete connections for 2 bit bus instance 

 

This section describes the connections of all the components discussed in the previous 

sections in this chapter to make the complete 32-bit reduced swing bus. The fig. 6 shows the 
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basic 2 bit bus instance which has the main reduced swing bus circuit and skewed inverter 

driver circuit connected together, so that the outputs obtained on ‘outu’ and ‘outd’ from fig 6 

are full swing. In addition to this circuitry, each input is loaded with a minimum sized buffer 

(MP12, MN15, MP14 and MN17 for upper bit and MP13, MN16, MP15 and MN18 for 

lower bit) to model a realistic rise time of the inputs. This is because if ideal inputs are 

directly connected to the bus circuit, then in spice simulations, the effect of rise time delay at 

input due to input load is not captured and unreal results are obtained. However the power 

consumption of these buffers is not included in any measurements made from the circuit. 

 

 

Figure 7 - The complete 32 bit bus 
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Fig. 7 shows the circuit for the complete 32 bit bus where 16 instances of the circuit 

in fig. 6 have been instantiated and connected. This figure also shows the connections for the 

external bias signals ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’. There are four external biasing DC voltage sources 

of 0.6 V which are put one each between VDD and ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘mid’, ‘mid’ and ‘c’, and ‘d’ 

and ground. 

The nets VDD, VDDD and VDDA all have a source of DC voltage of 1.2 V applied 

between them and the ground. Basically these rails have been separated so that separate 

power consumption values for the different parts of the circuit can be obtained. Also a 

capacitance of 17 pF has been attached between the mid rail and ground rail. This has been 

added to restrict the swing on the mid rail so that it is difficult for the voltage on the mid rail 

to sway away from VDD/2. This high value of capacitance is required because the 

interconnect capacitances on each bus are switching and cause mid rail also to fluctuate 

which needs to be controlled. Since each interconnect has a capacitance of 400 fF, so 32 

interconnects will have a capacitance of 400*32 = 12800 fF = 12.8 pF. So the capacitance on 

the mid rail needs to be quite large in comparison to this value. But since the mid rail voltage 

balancing is also being done by the disparity calculation circuit, a value of 17 pF suffices. 

Another important condition for ensuring proper operation of the bus is that the inputs to the 

bus should be perfectly synchronized. If some bits arrive early and some late then it is 

possible that at a given instance in time, the bus is seeing half bits from the previous input 

patter and half bits from the new input patter. It is possible that this mixed input pattern may 

have a high disparity, and so may cause the mid rail to sway widely away from VDD/2, 

making correct bus operation difficult. Also since the disparity calculation circuit has latency 
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comparable to the bus (shown in results in chapter 3), it may be efficient to have a pipelining 

and synchronizing flip flop stage between the disparity calculation circuit and the bus driver. 

Thus the operation of the entire reduced swing bus is explained. In the next chapter, the 

simulation results from the reduced swing bus are captured and analyzed. 
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Chapter 3 – Results 

3.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter covers details of the results obtained from the given circuit and data 

analysis is done and limitations are discussed. Section 3.2 describes the setup for measuring 

the power consumption of both the full swing and the reduced swing bus circuits. Section 3.3 

covers all the data of propagation delay and power consumption as well as simulation plots 

of the circuit of both reduced swing and full swing bus circuits for various values of 

interconnect loading. Section 3.4 compares the data for full swing bus and reduced swing bus 

for the various values of interconnect load. Finally, section 3.5 talks about the disadvantages 

and limitations of the proposed reduced swing bus circuit. 

3.2 Setup and environment for measurements 

 

The power consumption of the reduced swing bus can be divided into three parts – (1) 

power consumption of the main reduced swing bus described in section 2.3, (2) power 

consumption of the skewed inverter level converter described in section 2.4 and (3) power 

consumption of the disparity calculator circuit described in section 2.5. Out of these parts, 

part (1) and (2) have been custom designed and the complete circuit is shown in section 2.6. 

Part (3) has been designed using synthesis of the circuit described in a hardware description 

language – verilog. Because of this reason, separate setups have been created for measuring 

power for the custom designed part and the synthesized power. The setup used for measuring 

power consumption of the full swing bus is also the same as that of the custom designed part. 

These two different setups have been described in the following two subsections. 
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3.2.1 Setup for simulations on custom designed parts 

 

A design kit from MOSIS called ‘MOSIS Tezzaron 3DIC PDK TDP_2011q2v3’ 

which is in 130nm technology has been used for this study. HspiceD simulations have been 

used for obtaining the waveforms and power numbers. For modeling a reasonable rise time, 

all inputs of both the reduced swing bus and full swing bus have been loaded with minimum 

sized buffers and inputs to the bus have been supplied at the inputs of these buffers. Inputs 

have been supplied through vector files and one example is attached in the appendix D.1. 

These inputs have been given a rise time of 50ps and swing from 0 to VDD which is 0V to 

1.2V in this case. The details of the circuit of these input buffers have been shown in fig. 6 in 

chapter 2. Also as discussed in chapter 2, body node of all the transistors have been forward 

biased with a voltage of 0.6V to reduce the threshold voltages of the transistors from the 

otherwise 0.4V-0.6V to 0.2V-0.3V. 

For the proper working of the circuit, it is required that the mid rail should balance 

close to VDD/2, but before data is begun being fed to the bus, the mid rail can be at any 

random voltage value, so before the beginning of any simulations, the following data pattern 

is sent through the bus. 

11111111000000001111111100000000 

00000000111111110000000011111111 

11111111000000001111111100000000 

00000000111111110000000011111111 

11111111000000001111111100000000 

00000000111111110000000011111111 
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11111111000000001111111100000000 

00000000111111110000000011111111 

The left most bit is the MSB (most significant bit 31) and the right most bit is the 

LSB (least significant bit 0). Bits 0 to 15 are sent through the drivers which are attached 

above the ‘mid’ rail and bits 16 to 31 are sent through the drivers which are below the ‘mid’ 

rail. Each input sequence has a disparity of zero and also there is switching on each bit every 

cycle, so that there is current flow and the ‘mid’ rail of the low swing bus does come around 

VDD/2. All the bit patterns used for any simulation results shown in the following sections 

have been preceded with this data sequence. This data sequence has also been excluded from 

any measurement of energy consumption. 

3.2.2 Setup for simulations of disparity calculator circuit 

 

The disparity scheme as discussed in section 2.5 has been implemented. A verilog 

code has been written to implement the discussed logic and modelsim10.0c has been used to 

simulate the verilog code. The code is attached in appendix C.1. The synthesis of this code 

has been done using the tool design vision from Synopsys. The synthesized netlist generated 

by design vision was then converted to the hspiceD compatible format using the utility v2lvs 

which is a part of the Mentor Graphics calibre2011.3 package. The details of how this has 

been done are mentioned in appendix C.2. 

This netlist has then been edited to remove the extra buffers generated between input 

bits 0 to 15 and corresponding output bits, since these inputs are always passed to the bus as 

it is. Basically depending on whether the disparity is greater than or less than 8, the higher 
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order bits 16 to 31 (which are basically the bits below the ‘mid’ rail in the driver) are toggled 

or passed as it is. 

Again as in the case of reduced swing and full swing bus, and input buffer (BUFX2), 

has been added from the standard cell library ‘CORELIB_LP’ available in the design kit – 

‘MOSIS Tezzaron 3DIC PDK TDP_2011q2v3’ to model a practical input slope. Output 

loading equivalent to a flip flop of drive strength 1 (DFFQX1) has been added (again referred 

from the standard cell library ‘CORELIB_LP’) to model output capacitance on the output 

bits 16 to 31. 

3.3 Simulations and results 

 

This section covers in detail the simulation results for the bus circuits being 

compared. Since the disparity circuit has been designed through synthesis, it has been 

simulated also separately and the results are also shown separately. After this, there is also a 

subsection (3.3.3) which shows the impact which the disparity calculation scheme described 

in section 2.5 has on the swing of the mid rail. 

3.3.1 Results for the bus circuit 

 

In this section, the propagation delay, power consumption numbers and some plots 

have been shown for the reduced swing as well as full swing bus. As will be clear from the 

data ahead, the reduced swing bus operates on lower power as compared to the full swing 

bus. But since it requires additional level conversion circuitry and the disparity calculation 

circuit for proper operation, the power consumption overhead of these circuits comes out to 

be much more than the power savings achieved. Thus net benefit is not seen if the 
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interconnect load is not high. Thus the bus circuit has been made for three cases – (1) no 

interconnect load, (2) 200 fF interconnect load and (3) 400 fF interconnect load. The circuit 

diagram of the 2 bit bus instance for case (3) has been shown in fig. 2.4. Similar circuit 

diagrams for cases (1) and (2) have been shown in appendix A. The circuits are similar for all 

three cases and are only different in transistor sizing and value of mid rail capacitance. The 

difference in transistor sizing can be seen from the figures in appendix A. The mid rail 

capacitance value for no interconnect load bus is 5 pF, for 200 fF load is 10 pF and for 400 

fF load is 17 pF. 

Since the disparity scheme implemented cannot reduce the disparity among the upper 

and lower bits below 8, so data patterns with a disparity of 8 have been simulated to check 

the working of the reduced swing bus. A pattern with disparity of 0 has also been simulated. 

The patterns which have been simulated for power measurements are shown in table 2 below. 

 

Table 2 - Input patterns which have been simulated for the bus circuit 

 
Pattern number Pattern (bit 31-0) 

1 00000000111111111111111111111111 

  11111111000000000000000000000000 

2 11111110000000001000000000000000 

  00000001111111110111111111111111 

3 11111110000000000000000000000001 

  00000001111111111111111111111110 

4 11111111111111111111111100000000 

  00000000000000000000000011111111 

5 00000000000000011111111000000000 

  11111111111111100000000111111111 

6 10000000000000001111111000000000 

  01111111111111110000000111111111 

7 11111111111111110000000000000000 

  00000000000000001111111111111111 

8 11111110000000001000000000000000 

  11111110000000001000000000000000 

9 00000001111111110111111111111111 

  00000001111111110111111111111111 
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All these patterns are repeated 16 times to have a total of 32 data inputs in each 

simulation. A sample of the complete input vector file can be seen in appendix D.1. Patterns 

1, 2 and 3 have a disparity of 8 and have excess of ‘1’s or ‘0’s in bits 0-15 (the bits in the 

upper stack of the low swing bus). Patterns 4, 5 and 6 again have a disparity of 8 but have 

excess of ‘1’s and ‘0’s in bits 16-31 (the bits in the lower stack of the low swing bus). Pattern 

7 has a disparity of zero and patterns 8 and 9 have a disparity of 8 but there is no switching in 

any bit. The bits stay stationary. 

All these patterns have been applied to both reduced swing and full swing buses for 

different interconnect loads and the power consumption has been measured using hspiceD. 

The delay values observed for the various low swing buses are shown in table 3. 

 
Table 3 - Propagation delay for reduced swing bus for different interconnect load values 

 

Interconnect load (fF) Delay (ns) 

0 0.72 

200 2.2 

300 3 

 

The low swing bus for interconnect load 200fF and 400fF have been compared to a 

full swing buses which have transistor sizing such that the propagation delay for the full 

swing bus for a particular interconnect load value is the same as the corresponding low swing 

bus for doing an apples to apples comparison. This has not been done in the bus with no load, 

because for no load, even the full swing bus with the minimum sized transistors has lesser 

propagation delay than that of the reduced swing bus (0.72ns). So for this case, in addition to 
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doing comparison on the basis of power, comparison has also been done on the basis of 

power delay product. 

Fig. 8 shows the waveforms for pattern number 7 for reduced swing bus with no 

interconnect load for bit 0. 

 

 

Figure 8 - Waveforms for bit 0 for reduced swing bus with no interconnect load 

 

Table 4 shows the power consumption of the reduced swing and full swing buses for 

no interconnect load. The delay value for the full swing bus for this case is 180.12 ps for 1-1 

delay and 118.18 ps for 0-0 delay. 
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Table 4 - Power consumption for full swing and reduced swing buses with no interconnect load 

 

Pattern 

number  

Reduced swing driver 

and receiver (mW) 

Skewed inverter level 

converter (mW) 

Full swing driver and 

receiver (mW) 

1 0.101 0.622 0.187 

2 0.104 0.620 0.190 

3 0.102 0.619 0.190 

4 0.103 0.618 0.190 

5 0.103 0.624 0.189 

6 0.102 0.624 0.190 

7 0.101 0.611 0.189 

8 0.002 0.580 0.005 

9 0.001 0.264 0.001 

 

 

Figure 9 - Waveforms for reduced swing bus with 200 fF interconnect load for bit 1 

 

Fig. 9 shows the waveforms for pattern number 3 for reduced swing bus with 200fF 

interconnect load for bit 1. Table 5 shows the power consumption of the reduced swing and 

full swing buses for 200 fF interconnect load. 
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Table 5 - Power consumption for full swing and reduced swing buses with 200 fF interconnect load 

 

Pattern 

number 

Reduced swing driver 

and receiver (mW) 

Skewed inverter level 

converter (mW) 

Full swing driver and 

receiver (mW) 

1 0.442 0.427 1.204 

2 0.434 0.427 1.188 

3 0.433 0.426 1.187 

4 0.438 0.440 1.215 

5 0.437 0.441 1.187 

6 0.438 0.440 1.188 

7 0.437 0.438 1.196 

8 0.014 0.389 0.073 

9 0.001 0.109 0.015 

 

 

Figure 10 - Waveforms for reduced swing bus with 400 fF interconnect load for bit 31 

 

Fig. 10 shows the waveforms for pattern number 1 for reduced swing bus with 400fF 

interconnect load for bit 31. Table 6 shows the power consumption of the reduced swing and 

full swing buses for 400fF interconnect load. 
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Table 6 - Power consumption for full swing and reduced swing buses with 400 fF interconnect load 

 

Pattern 

number 

Reduced swing driver 

and receiver (mW) 

Skewed inverter level 

converter (mW) 

Full swing driver and 

receiver (mW) 

1 0.503 0.439 1.526 

2 0.489 0.438 1.530 

3 0.488 0.437 1.528 

4 0.495 0.451 1.569 

5 0.495 0.451 1.528 

6 0.496 0.450 1.530 

7 0.491 0.449 1.543 

8 0.017 0.383 0.101 

9 0.001 0.107 0.021 

 

Table 7 shows the mid rail swing ranges for the low swing bus for various 

interconnect loads for all the nine patterns. 

 

Table 7 - Mid rail swing ranges for different patterns on different interconnect loadings 

 

Pattern 

number 

No load 200 fF load 400 fF load 

Fom 

(V) To (V) 

Diff 

(V) 

From 

(V) 

To 

(V) 

Diff 

(V) 

From 

(V) 

To 

(V) 

Diff 

(V) 

1 0.616 0.627 0.011 0.507 0.665 0.158 0.493 0.662 0.169 

2 0.607 0.624 0.017 0.509 0.608 0.099 0.493 0.599 0.106 

3 0.605 0.624 0.019 0.51 0.601 0.091 0.493 0.596 0.103 

4 0.616 0.627 0.011 0.529 0.665 0.136 0.508 0.662 0.154 

5 0.616 0.627 0.011 0.524 0.652 0.128 0.507 0.636 0.129 

6 0.615 0.626 0.011 0.524 0.644 0.12 0.507 0.632 0.125 

7 0.616 0.624 0.008 0.534 0.618 0.084 0.525 0.605 0.08 

8 0.609 0.609 0 0.539 0.539 0 0.524 0.524 0 

9 0.616 0.616 0 0.682 0.682 0 0.68 0.68 0 
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3.3.2 Results for the disparity calculator 

 
Table 8 - Input patterns which have been simulated for the disparity calculation circuit 

 

Pattern number  Pattern 

1 11111110000000001000000000000000 

  00000001111111110111111111111111 

2 11111111000000001111111100000000 

  00000000111111110000000011111111 

3 11111111111111111111111111111111 

  00000000000000000000000000000000 

4 11111110000000001000000000000000 

  11111110000000001000000000000000 

 

The spice netlist for the disparity calculation circuit has been obtained as described in 

section 3.2.2. power measurements for the disparity calculation circuit have been done for 

four input patterns which are shown in table 8. 

Patterns 1 and 2 have a disparity of 8 and would not require toggling and pattern 3 

has disparity of 16 and would require toggling. Pattern 4 has a disparity of 8 but there is no 

switching. These patterns are repeated 16 times to get 32 data inputs. An example of a full 

input vector file can be seen in appendix D.2. 

Fig. 11 shows the waveforms of the disparity calculation circuit for input pattern 2. 

The minimum propagation delay of this circuit has been found to be 3ns. This is because 

there is the glitch in the control signal which determined whether bits 16 -31 will be toggled 

or not after about 2ns which lasts for about 800-900ps and so circuit operation would not be 

stable if operated at a higher frequency. 
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Figure 11 - Waveforms for disparity calculator circuit for pattern 2 for bit 25 

 

The power consumption for various patterns is mentioned in table 9. 

 

Table 9 - Power consumption of disparity calculation circuit for various input patterns 

 

Pattern number Power (mW) 

1 0.254 

2 0.289 

3 0.234 

4 0.008 

 

These simulations have been done only to get an estimate on the power consumption 

of the disparity calculation circuit. Of course the exact power consumption will depend on 

the exact pattern. Out of these patterns the worst case value is 0.3 mW. This has been added 

to the power consumption of the reduced swing bus to do its comparison with the full swing 

bus for patterns with 100% switching and the power consumption of the static pattern, 

pattern 4 which is 0.008 mW has been added to the patterns which are static. 
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3.3.3 Impact of disparity calculation scheme on mid rail 

 

This subsection shows some waveforms to illustrate the impact of the disparity 

calculation circuit on the voltage swing of the ‘mid’ rail. All the waveforms shown in this 

section are from the circuit with interconnect load of 400fF. 

Fig. 12 shows the mid rail swing for an input pattern with disparity 0 and mid rail 

swing for an input pattern with disparity 8. The waveform on the top is for pattern with 

disparity 0 and the one below is for the pattern with disparity 8. It can be seen from the 

waveform that the mid rail swing for an input pattern with disparity 0 is much lesser than for 

an input pattern with disparity 0. 

 

Figure 12 - Comparison of mid rail swings for patterns with disparity 0 (upper) and 8 (lower) 
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Figure 13 - Waveforms for bit 0 for a pattern with disparity 15 and 16 

 

Fig. 13 shows the waveforms for the following pattern which has disparity of 15 and 

16 for the reduced swing bus. 

11111111111111111111111111111111 

11111111111111111111111111111110 

11111111111111111111111111111111 

11111111111111111111111111111110 

11111111111111111111111111111111 

11111111111111111111111111111110… 

As expected, the circuit is not able to pass the input bit 0 properly because it is the 

only bit which is going to 0 amongst all other inputs which are ‘1’s. Because of so many ‘1’s, 
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the mid rail goes to a high value and so even when a data bit ‘0’ is seen on the input bit 0, the 

output of the reduced swing receiver is not able to go low enough for the skewed inverter to 

capture it as a ‘0’. 

After the application of the proposed disparity scheme, the input pattern above 

becomes the following. 

00000000000000001111111111111111 

00000000000000001111111111111110 

00000000000000001111111111111111 

00000000000000001111111111111110 

00000000000000001111111111111111 

00000000000000001111111111111110… 

Fig. 14 shows the waveforms for input bit 0 for this new pattern and it can be seen 

that since the mid rail comes down to a lower value, correct bus operation is observed. 
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Figure 14 - Waveforms showing correct operation on bit 0 after disparity calculation is applied to circuit 

with high disparity 

  

3.4 Comparison of full swing bus and reduced swing bus power consumption 

 

In this section comparison has been shown between the full swing and reduced swing 

bus for various values of interconnect load. Subsections 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 cover the 

comparison of buses with no interconnect load, buses with an interconnect load of 200fF and 

buses with an interconnect load of 400 fF respectively. In the end section 3.4.4 covers the 

summary of the results in these three subsections. 

3.4.1 Comparison for no capacitive load on interconnect 

 

Table 10 shows the comparison between the power consumption of full swing bus 

and reduced swing buses with no interconnect load. Here the power consumption of the 
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reduced swing bus is the sum of all three components – reduced swing driver and receiver, 

skewed inverter and disparity calculator. 

 

Table 10 - Power comparison of full swing and reduced swing bus at no interconnect load 

 

Pattern Full swing bus (mW) Reduced swing bus (mW) % Increase 

1 0.187 1.023 446.059 

2 0.190 1.023 439.458 

3 0.189 1.020 439.226 

4 0.190 1.021 436.074 

5 0.189 1.026 442.406 

6 0.190 1.027 441.456 

7 0.189 1.012 435.136 

8 0.005 0.590 11627.361 

9 0.001 0.273 22405.513 

 

It can be clearly seen from the table 10 that when we are going from full swing to 

reduced swing, we are seeing an increase in power consumption. This is because the 

overhead of the skewed inverters and disparity calculators is much more than the power 

savings of the reduced swing driver and receiver. The percentage increase is particularly 

exorbitant for patterns 8 and 9. This is because those are static patterns and so for full swing 

bus, there is minimal power consumption, but the reduced swing bus has skewed inverters 

which see reduced swing inputs but have full VDD supplied across them and will continue to 

consume power even when their inputs are static. 

Table 11 shows the comparison of the full swing bus power consumption with just the 

reduced swing driver and receiver. 
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Table 11 - Comparison of power consumption between full swing bus and reduced swing driver and 

receiver for no interconnect load 

 

Pattern Full swing bus (mW) Reduced swing driver and receiver (mW) % Decrease 

1 0.18 0.101 46.0139 

2 0.190 0.104 45.140 

3 0.189 0.102 46.142 

4 0.190 0.103 46.110 

5 0.189 0.103 45.786 

6 0.190 0.102 45.917 

7 0.189 0.101 46.506 

8 0.0050 0.002 62.526 

9 0.001 0.001 -6.727 

 

It can be seen from table 11 that if the power consumption of the main reduced swing 

bus circuit i.e. just the reduced swing driver and receiver is compared with the full swing bus, 

power savings are observed. However, this might not be an adequate comparison since in 

going from full swing to reduced swing, the delay is increased a lot. Thus, table 12 shows 

comparison of power delay product for full swing bus and reduced swing driver and receiver. 

 

Table 12 - Power delay product comaprison for full swing bus and reduced swing driver and receiver at 

no interconnect load 

 

Pattern Full swing bus (pWs) Reduced swing driver and receiver (pWs) % Increase 

1 0.028 0.073 160.069 

2 0.028 0.075 164.280 

3 0.028 0.073 159.453 

4 0.028 0.074 159.608 

5 0.028 0.074 161.167 

6 0.028 0.074 160.538 

7 0.028 0.073 157.697 

8 0.001 0.001 80.524 

9 0.0001 0.001 414.139 
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The delay value used for the reduced swing components is 0.72ns and for the full 

swing bus is the average of the rise delay and fall delay which is 0.14946ns. It can be seen 

from the results that if the power delay product is compared, a disadvantage is seen in going 

from full swing to reduced swing topology. 

Thus, from the above results we can conclude that it may not be a very useful to go 

from full swing to reduced swing bus topology when there is zero or negligible interconnect 

load. 

3.4.2 Comparison for 200 fF capacitive load on interconnect 

 

Table 13 shows the comparison between the power consumption of full swing bus 

and reduced swing buses with 200 fF interconnect load. Here the power consumption of the 

reduced swing bus is the sum of all three components – reduced swing driver and receiver, 

skewed inverter and disparity calculator. 

 

Table 13 - Comparison of power consumption of full swing and reduced swing bus at 200 fF interconnect 

load 

 

Pattern Full swing bus (mW) Reduced swing bus (mW) % Decrease 

1 1.204 1.169 2.905 

2 1.188 1.160 2.300 

3 1.187 1.159 2.348 

4 1.215 1.178 3.056 

5 1.187 1.178 0.719 

6 1.188 1.178 0.805 

7 1.196 1.175 1.787 

8 0.073 0.410 -462.854 

9 0.015 0.117 -672.315 
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The results in table 13 indicate that the power savings at 200 fF interconnect load are 

negligible in going from full swing to reduced swing. For patterns 8 and 9, an increase in 

power consumption is observed since they are static patterns. Here only the comparison 

between power consumption has been done since the delay value for both full swing and 

reduced swing buses is 2.2ns. Table 14 shows the comparison of the full swing bus power 

consumption with just the reduced swing driver and receiver for 200 fF interconnect load. 

 

Table 14 - Comparison of power consumption between full swing bus and reduced swing driver and 

receiver for 200 fF interconnect load 

 

Pattern Full swing bus (mW) Reduced swing driver and receiver (mW) % Decrease 

1 1.204 0.442 63.300 

2 1.188 0.434 63.497 

3 1.187 0.433 63.510 

4 1.215 0.437 63.999 

5 1.187 0.437 63.138 

6 1.188 0.438 63.091 

7 1.196 0.437 63.469 

8 0.073 0.014 80.907 

9 0.015 0.001 96.268 

 

From these results, it can be seen that there is a power saving of about 63% if power 

consumption comparison is done excluding the peripherals of the reduced swing bus. 

3.4.3 Comparison for 400 fF capacitive load on interconnect 

 

Table 15 shows the comparison between the power consumption of full swing bus 

and reduced swing buses with 400 fF interconnect load. Here the power consumption of the 

reduced swing bus is the sum of all three components – reduced swing driver and receiver, 

skewed inverter and disparity calculator. 
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Table 15 - Comparison of power consumption of full swing and reduced swing bus at 400 fF interconnect 

load 

 

Pattern Full swing bus (mW) Reduced swing bus (mW) % Decrease 

1 1.526 1.241 18.662 

2 1.530 1.227 19.789 

3 1.528 1.226 19.788 

4 1.569 1.246 20.598 

5 1.528 1.247 18.428 

6 1.530 1.246 18.537 

7 1.543 1.240 19.631 

8 0.1009 0.408 -304.714 

9 0.0214 0.116 -439.351 

 

These results indicate that the power savings at 400 fF interconnect load are about 18-

20% in going from full swing to reduced swing topology. Again patterns 8 and 9 show 

contradictory results since they are static patterns. Here again, only the comparison between 

power has been done since the delay value for both full swing and reduced swing buses is 

3ns. From the results, it can be seen that at this value of interconnect loading, power savings 

are demonstrated in going from full swing to reduced swing. 

 

Table 16 - Comparison of power consumption between full swing bus and reduced swing driver and 

receiver for 400 fF interconnect load 

 

Pattern Full swing bus (mW) Reduced swing driver and receiver (mW) % Decrease 

1 1.526 0.503 67.066 

2 1.530 0.489 68.042 

3 1.528 0.488 68.039 

4 1.569 0.495 68.466 

5 1.528 0.495 67.603 

6 1.530 0.496 67.573 

7 1.543 0.491 68.185 

8 0.101 0.017 82.900 

9 0.021 0.001 97.077 
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Table 16 shows the comparison of the full swing bus power consumption with just the 

reduced swing driver and receiver for 400 fF interconnect load. From these results, we can 

see that there is a power saving of about 67-68% if power consumption comparison is done 

excluding the peripherals of the reduced swing bus. 

3.4.4 Summary of comparison 

 

Table 17 and 18 show data from the previous section to summarize key observations. 

Power comparison for full swing bus vs. reduced swing bus has been shown in table 17 for 

pattern 1, 7 and 8 for all three values of interconnect load. And similarly table 18 shows the 

power comparison between just the reduced swing driver and receiver and full swing driver 

and receiver for the same patterns. These three patterns have been chosen because they 

represent a case of disparity 8 with 100% switching, disparity of 0 with 100% switching and 

disparity of 8 with 0% switching respectively.  

 

Table 17 - Table showing summary of power consumption comparison between full swing and reduced 

swing bus 

Interconnect 
load (fF) Disparity 

Switching 
% 

Full swing 
power (mW) 

Reduced swing 
power (mW) % decrease 

0 8 100 0.187 1.023 -446.059 

0 0 100 0.189 1.012 -435.136 

0 8 0 0.005 0.59 -11627.360 

200 8 100 1.204 1.169 2.905 

200 0 100 1.196 1.175 1.787 

200 8 0 0.073 0.41 -462.854 

400 8 100 1.526 1.241 18.661 

400 0 100 1.543 1.24 19.63 

400 8 0 0.101 0.408 -304.714 
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Table 18 - Table showing the power consumption comparison of just the reduced swing driver and 

receiver with full swing driver and receiver 

 

Interconnect 
load (fF) Disparity 

Switching 
% 

Full swing 
power (mW) 

Reduced swing 
power (mW) % decrease 

0 8 100 0.187 0.101 46.014 

0 0 100 0.189 0.101 46.506 

0 8 0 0.005 0.002 62.526 

200 8 100 1.204 0.442 63.3 

200 0 100 1.196 0.437 63.469 

200 8 0 0.073 0.014 89.907 

400 8 100 1.526 0.503 67.066 

400 0 100 1.543 0.491 68.185 

400 8 0 0.101 0.017 82.9 

 

From the results above, power savings have been demonstrated at high values of 

interconnect loads in going from full swing to reduced swing bus topology. The results show 

that even though the overhead circuitry required to make the reduced swing bus topology 

work consumes considerable power, power savings will be observed at higher interconnect 

load values, since the power consumption of the peripheral circuitry doesn’t change much 

with change in interconnect loading. It can also be seen that if power consumption of the 

reduced swing bus without peripherals is compared with the full swing bus, then the power 

savings can go upto about 45-68%. It can also be seen that advantages are not seen in static 

patterns since even for static patterns, the skewed inverters at receivers continue to consume 

power since their inputs are reduced swing, but they have VDD supplied across them. 

The circuits which have been studied here have been made using a 130nm kit. If these 

circuits are designed at lower technology nodes, then even greater power advantages may be 

achieved. This is because the power consumption of the peripheral circuits will scale down 

with technology scaling since for those circuits, the loading capacitances mainly comprise of 
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the transistor capacitances only which will scale down with technology. But the power 

consumption of the drivers is mainly controlled by the capacitive load on the interconnect 

which may not necessarily scale down with technology and even if it does, the rate at which 

it scales down will be slower than the rate at which transistor capacitances will scale. So it is 

possible that net power savings may be observed even with lower values of interconnect 

loading on lower technology nodes. 

Thus, the results above demonstrate that the proposed reduced swing topology does 

have the potential of showing power savings. But this advantage doesn’t come without its 

costs. The following section covers the disadvantages and limitations of the proposed 

scheme. 

3.5 Disadvantages and limitations 

 

This section covers the disadvantages and limitations of the proposed reduced swing 

bus topology. The most obvious disadvantage is the increased area overhead. The area 

overhead is not only due to the extra peripheral circuitry required by the low swing bus for 

proper operation but also because the stacked drivers in the reduced swing bus are also 

greater in size as compared to the drivers in the full swing bus. This is because due to the 

stacking, the drivers in the reduced swing bus as not as strongly driven as the full swing bus. 

The reduced swing topology described here also has a very high increase in delay as 

compared to a full swing bus. If the driver sizing used in the reduced swing bus is used for 

the full swing bus, the data transfer in the bus can happen at a much faster rate than the 

reduced swing bus. This holds true for any value of interconnect loading. 
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Another disadvantage of the reduced swing topology is the high capacitance that is 

required on the mid rail to ensure proper operation. This capacitance can also consume very 

large amount of area. This area overhead can be reduced by having the mid rail capacitance 

off chip instead of on chip but doing that has another disadvantage that an additional pin on 

the chip will be utilized for making this connection. 

As has been seen in the section on results, the reduced swing bus gives a disadvantage 

in terms of power consumption over the full swing bus, when the input pattern applied is not 

switching and is static, because the skewed inverters continue to consume power even when 

there is no switching. So using this bus topology may not be useful in cases where there is 

low switching on certain bus inputs. An example of such a case is an address bus where 

mostly the higher order bits remain constant for a long time during the execution of a 

particular program. Here this reduced swing topology may prove disadvantageous. This 

disadvantage can be overcome if such a level converter is designed which does not consume 

power when its inputs are static. 

Besides these disadvantages, the reduced swing topology described here also has 

some performance limitations. The disparity calculation scheme described here basically 

reduces the swing on the mid rail when half the bits are toggled to bring the disparity below 

8. This reduction in the mid rail swing may not always be sufficient to ensure proper 

operation. As an example, the waveforms for a pattern with high disparity are shown in fig. 

15 before applying disparity correction and in fig. 16 after applying disparity correction. The 

pattern before disparity is as follows. 

11111111111111111111111111111111 
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11111111000000000000000000000000 

11111111111111111111111111111111 

11111111000000000000000000000000 

11111111111111111111111111111111 

11111111000000000000000000000000… 

 

Figure 15 - Waveforms showing incorrect operation of reduced swing bus before application of disparity 

correction 

 

The pattern after the applying disparity correction is as follows. 

00000000000000001111111111111111 

11111111000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000001111111111111111 

11111111000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000001111111111111111 
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11111111000000000000000000000000… 

 

 

Figure 16 - Waveforms showing incorrect operation of reduced swing bus even after application of 

disparity correction 

 

It can be seen from the fig.16 that the pattern after applying disparity correction does 

have reduced mid rail voltage swing as compared to before but it is not sufficient for correct 

operation as it can be seen that there is a lot of jitter getting induced in the output 0. Basically 

the output is not rising to logic 1 within the bit period. This limitation can be overcome by 

either increasing the time period of the data inputs to allow the ‘u_d’ and ‘d_d’ rails (from 

fig. 6) to discharge further or by skewing the inverters at the receivers even more to 

accommodate the reduced swing. Basically there are four things which work together to 

make the reduced swing bus work properly for any data pattern – (1) disparity calculation 
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circuit, (2) skewed inverter receivers, (3) mid rail capacitance and (4) time period allowed for 

each bit pattern. 

One or more of these four things produces correct operation for any data pattern in 

the reduced swing bus. The disparity calculation circuit tries to reduce the swing of the mid 

rail by maximizing the number of bits in the upper stack which are logically opposite to the 

bits in the lower stack. The skewed inverter receivers sample the reduced swing data to bring 

it back to full swing. The amount of skewing in these inverters determines how much 

variation from VDD/2, the mid rail can tolerate to ensure correct sampling. The mid rail 

capacitance also works towards reducing the voltage swing of the mid rail. However the rate 

at which the swing of the mid rail reduces is not the same as the rate at which the mid rail 

capacitance needs to be increased in order to reduce the voltage swing that much. Besides all 

these factors, the frequency of bus operation can also be relaxed to allow for complete 

charging and discharging of the ‘u_d’ and ‘d_d’ rails (from fig. 6). 

Thus, the conclusion is that if this reduced swing topology has to be applied to any 

application in any particular technology node, then it should be tested for the required bit 

patterns and the circuit parameters should be adjusted based on the methods described here to 

ensure proper functioning of the bus. 
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Chapter 4 – Conclusions 
 

In this thesis, a stacked driver topology has been proposed to reduce the swing on bus 

interconnects for a reduced power consumption operation. A disparity calculation circuit has 

been proposed along with this topology to help in balancing the reduced swing bus circuit. 

The advantages and disadvantages of this scheme have been discussed. From the results in 

chapter 3, it can be concluded that the proposed scheme shows potential advantages in terms 

of power savings when used for interconnects with high capacitive loads. For 130nm the 

proposed scheme has been shown to exhibit 18-20% power savings at an interconnect 

loading of 400 fF. The reduced swing topology shows disadvantages at lower values of 

interconnect loading for this technology because the power consumption overhead of the 

peripheral circuits (disparity calculator and level converter at receiver) exceeds the power 

consumption savings achieved in the low swing bus. The proposed bus topology exhibits 

advantages in terms of power savings but at the cost of increased area and propagation delay. 

This topology has its performance limitations where it may fail over certain data patterns and 

the methodology to overcome those limitations have been discussed in section 3.5. 

The main reduced swing bus excluding the peripherals has been demonstrated to 

exhibit a power consumption savings of 45-68% over its full swing counterparts for various 

values of interconnect loading. This can be utilized to an advantage in clock signal routing on 

chips. The clock and clock bar signals can be routed over long routes together with one being 

sent on the upper tier and the other being sent on the lower tier. This would give power 

savings since there would be high interconnect loading due to long routes and the disparity 
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calculation circuit would not be needed since clock and clock bar would always be logically 

opposite to each other. 

The proposed topology may also show increased power savings at lower technology 

nodes where the power consumption of the peripheral circuitry may scale down with 

technology but the power consumption of the driver circuit driving the same interconnect 

load would remain the same. The scheme may also show advantages for wider bus widths, 

where due to increased bus width, better balancing of the mid rail may be observed. If the 

peripheral circuitry of the bus can be designed to operate on VDD/2 using the approach 

described in [11,12], greater power savings can be achieved. If the verilog code for the 

disparity calculation circuit can be improved to remove the glitch in its control signal, then 

the circuit can be designed to operate at lower propagation delays and with reduced power 

consumption. 
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Appendix A 
 

In this appendix, all the circuit diagrams for buses of different configurations which 

have not been included in the main text are covered. Figs. 17, 18 and 19 show the circuit 

diagram for full swing bus 1 bit instance for 400 fF interconnect load, 200 fF interconnect 

load and no interconnect load respectively. Figs. 20 and 21 respectively show the circuit 

diagram for the reduced swing bus 2 bit instance for 200 fF interconnect load and no 

interconnect load. 

Fig. 22 shows the full swing 32 bit bus in which 32 instances of either fig. 17, 18 or 

19 are instantiated. 

 

 

Figure 17 - Circuit diagram for i bit istance of the full swing bus for 400 fF interconnect load 
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Figure 18 - Circuit diagram for i bit istance of the full swing bus for 200 fF interconnect load 

 

 

Figure 19 - Circuit diagram for i bit istance of the full swing bus for no interconnect load 
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Figure 20 - Circuit diagram of 2 bit instance of reduced swing bus for 200 fF interconnect load 
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Figure 21 - Circuit diagram of 2 bit instance of reduced swing bus for no interconnect load 
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Figure 22 - Circuit diagram for 32 bit full swing bus 
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Appendix B 
 

In this appendix, the hspice netlists are included for different values of interconnect 

load for both full swing and reduced swing buses. 

B.1 Netlist for reduced swing bus for no interconnect load 

 
** Generated for: hspiceD 

** Generated on: May  7 16:00:15 2012 

** Design library name: shiney_final 

** Design cell name: bus 

** Design view name: schematic 

.GLOBAL vdda! vddd! vdd! 

 

 

.TEMP 25 

.OPTION 

+    ARTIST=2 

+    INGOLD=2 

+    PARHIER=LOCAL 

+    PSF=2 

+    POST 

.tran 1p 29.52n 

.MEAS TRAN qtot INTEGRAL i(v5) FROM=5.76n TO=29.52n 

.MEAS Etot PARAM='-1.2*qtot' 

.MEAS TRAN qtot1 INTEGRAL i(v6) FROM=5.76n TO=29.52n 

.MEAS Etot1 PARAM='-1.2*qtot1' 

.MEAS TRAN qtot2 INTEGRAL i(v7) FROM=5.76n TO=29.52n 

.MEAS Etot2 PARAM='-1.2*qtot2' 

.VEC invec_g.dat 

.VEC outvec_g.dat 

 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/def.hspice" 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/design.hspice

" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" dio_typical 
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.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" bjt_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" res_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" mimcap_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_DNW.hsp

ice" Typ_DNW 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_Dio_rf.

hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_CT.

hspice" CT_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SPI

.hspice" SPI_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SYM

.hspice" SYM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_LVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_MIM.hsp

ice" MIM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_NMOSVAR

.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_PNVAR.h

spice" 
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.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RFBONDP

AD.hspice" Typ_BP 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_ST_BALU

N_C100W6S3N4.hspice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TK_3V3_

RF_FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TRANSFO

RMER.hspice" Typical 

 

** Library name: shiney_final 

** Cell name: cell_no_load 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt cell_no_load a b c d en enb ind inu mid outd outu 

v0 net016 0 DC=1.2 

xmn18 ind_i net046 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn17 inu_i net048 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn14 outd outd_inv 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn13 outu outu_inv 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn12 outd_inv outd_red 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=750e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=255e-15 ad=255e-15 ps=2.18e-6 pd=2.18e-6 nrd=453.333e-3 

nrs=453.333e-3 sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn11 outu_inv outu_red 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=100.5e-15 ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 

nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn15 net048 inu 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn16 net046 ind 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 
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xmn7 d_d en net039 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn5 net039 ind_i 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=200e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=104e-15 

ad=104e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=2.6 nrs=2.6 sa=370e-9 sb=370e-9 

sd=0 m=1 

xmn4 outd_red d_d 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn3 outu_red u_d mid b nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn2 net051 inu_i mid b nmos_1p5_lvt w=200e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=104e-15 

ad=104e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=2.6 nrs=2.6 sa=370e-9 sb=370e-9 

sd=0 m=1 

xmn1 u_d en net051 b nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp15 ind_i net046 net016 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=102e-15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp11 outd outd_inv vddd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=204e-15 ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 

nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp10 outu outu_inv vddd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=204e-15 ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 

nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp14 inu_i net048 net016 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=102e-15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp9 outd_inv outd_red vdda! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=204e-15 ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 

nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp8 outu_inv outu_red vdda! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=1.2e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=408e-15 ad=408e-15 ps=3.08e-6 pd=3.08e-6 nrd=283.333e-3 

nrs=283.333e-3 sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp13 net046 ind net016 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-

15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp7 outd_red d_d mid c pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp6 net039 ind_i mid c pmos_1p5_lvt w=700e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=238e-15 

ad=238e-15 ps=2.08e-6 pd=2.08e-6 nrd=485.714e-3 nrs=485.714e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp12 net048 inu net016 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-

15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp4 d_d enb net039 c pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 
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xmp3 u_d enb net051 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp1 outu_red u_d vdd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=1.3e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=442e-15 

ad=442e-15 ps=3.28e-6 pd=3.28e-6 nrd=261.538e-3 nrs=261.538e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp0 net051 inu_i vdd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=700e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=238e-15 

ad=238e-15 ps=2.08e-6 pd=2.08e-6 nrd=485.714e-3 nrs=485.714e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

.ends cell_no_load 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: shiney_final 

** Cell name: bus 

** View name: schematic 

v7 vddd! 0 DC=1.2 

v6 vdda! 0 DC=1.2 

v5 vdd! 0 DC=1.2 

v3 b mid DC=600e-3 

v2 vdd! a DC=600e-3 

v1 d 0 DC=600e-3 

v0 mid c DC=600e-3 

c0 mid 0 5e-12 

xi15 a b c d en enb i31 i15 mid o31 o15 cell_no_load 

xi14 a b c d en enb i30 i14 mid o30 o14 cell_no_load 

xi13 a b c d en enb i29 i13 mid o29 o13 cell_no_load 

xi12 a b c d en enb i28 i12 mid o28 o12 cell_no_load 

xi11 a b c d en enb i27 i11 mid o27 o11 cell_no_load 

xi10 a b c d en enb i26 i10 mid o26 o10 cell_no_load 

xi9 a b c d en enb i25 i9 mid o25 o9 cell_no_load 

xi8 a b c d en enb i24 i8 mid o24 o8 cell_no_load 

xi7 a b c d en enb i23 i7 mid o23 o7 cell_no_load 

xi6 a b c d en enb i22 i6 mid o22 o6 cell_no_load 

xi5 a b c d en enb i21 i5 mid o21 o5 cell_no_load 

xi4 a b c d en enb i20 i4 mid o20 o4 cell_no_load 

xi3 a b c d en enb i19 i3 mid o19 o3 cell_no_load 

xi2 a b c d en enb i18 i2 mid o18 o2 cell_no_load 

xi1 a b c d en enb i17 i1 mid o17 o1 cell_no_load 

xi0 a b c d en enb i16 i0 mid o16 o0 cell_no_load 

.END 

B.2 Netlist for reduced swing bus for 200 fF interconnect load 

 
** Generated for: hspiceD 

** Generated on: May  2 14:27:56 2012 

** Design library name: shiney_new 

** Design cell name: bus 

** Design view name: schematic 

.GLOBAL vdd! vdda! vddd! 
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.TEMP 25 

.OPTION 

+    ARTIST=2 

+    INGOLD=2 

+    PARHIER=LOCAL 

+    PSF=2 

+    POST 

.tran 1p 90.2n 

.MEAS TRAN qtot INTEGRAL i(v5) FROM=17.6n TO=90.2n 

.MEAS Etot PARAM='-1.2*qtot' 

.MEAS TRAN qtot1 INTEGRAL i(v6) FROM=17.6n TO=90.2n 

.MEAS Etot1 PARAM='-1.2*qtot1' 

.MEAS TRAN qtot2 INTEGRAL i(v7) FROM=17.6n TO=90.2n 

.MEAS Etot2 PARAM='-1.2*qtot2' 

.VEC invec_g.dat 

.VEC outvec_g.dat 

 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/def.hspice" 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/design.hspice

" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" dio_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" bjt_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" res_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" mimcap_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_DNW.hsp

ice" Typ_DNW 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q
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2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_Dio_rf.

hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_CT.

hspice" CT_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SPI

.hspice" SPI_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SYM

.hspice" SYM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_LVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_MIM.hsp

ice" MIM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_NMOSVAR

.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_PNVAR.h

spice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RFBONDP

AD.hspice" Typ_BP 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_ST_BALU

N_C100W6S3N4.hspice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TK_3V3_

RF_FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TRANSFO

RMER.hspice" Typical 
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** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: cell 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt cell a b c d en enb ind inu mid outd outu 

xmn18 inu_d net049 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn17 inu_i net051 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn16 net049 ind 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn15 net051 inu 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn14 outd outd_inv 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn13 outu outu_inv 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn12 outd_inv net057 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=1.8e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=612e-

15 ad=612e-15 ps=4.28e-6 pd=4.28e-6 nrd=188.889e-3 nrs=188.889e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn11 outu_inv net048 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=100.5e-15 ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 

nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn7 net047 en net37 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn5 net37 inu_d 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=1.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=544e-15 

ad=544e-15 ps=3.88e-6 pd=3.88e-6 nrd=212.5e-3 nrs=212.5e-3 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn4 net057 net055 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=700e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=238e-15 

ad=238e-15 ps=2.08e-6 pd=2.08e-6 nrd=485.714e-3 nrs=485.714e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn3 net048 net056 mid b nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn2 net041 inu_i mid b nmos_1p5_lvt w=1.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=544e-15 

ad=544e-15 ps=3.88e-6 pd=3.88e-6 nrd=212.5e-3 nrs=212.5e-3 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn1 net030 en net041 b nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp15 inu_d net049 net017 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=102e-15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 
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xmp14 inu_i net051 net017 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=102e-15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp13 net049 ind net017 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-

15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp12 net051 inu net017 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-

15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp11 outd outd_inv vddd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=204e-15 ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 

nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp10 outu outu_inv vddd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=204e-15 ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 

nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp9 outd_inv net057 vdda! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=250e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=107.5e-15 ad=107.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=1.72 nrs=1.72 

sa=370e-9 sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp8 outu_inv net048 vdda! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=1.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=544e-15 ad=544e-15 ps=3.88e-6 pd=3.88e-6 nrd=212.5e-3 nrs=212.5e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp7 net057 net055 mid c pmos_1p5_lvt w=500e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=170e-15 

ad=170e-15 ps=1.68e-6 pd=1.68e-6 nrd=680e-3 nrs=680e-3 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp6 net37 inu_d mid c pmos_1p5_lvt w=5.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=1.904e-12 

ad=1.904e-12 ps=11.88e-6 pd=11.88e-6 nrd=60.714e-3 nrs=60.714e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp4 net047 enb net37 c pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp3 net030 enb net041 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp1 net048 net056 vdd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=1.3e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=442e-

15 ad=442e-15 ps=3.28e-6 pd=3.28e-6 nrd=261.538e-3 nrs=261.538e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp0 net041 inu_i vdd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=5.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=1.904e-

12 ad=1.904e-12 ps=11.88e-6 pd=11.88e-6 nrd=60.714e-3 nrs=60.714e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

c0 net030 0 200e-15 

c1 net047 0 200e-15 

r0 net030 net056 50 

r1 net047 net055 50 

v0 net017 0 DC=1.2 

.ends cell 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: bus 

** View name: schematic 

v7 vddd! 0 DC=1.2 
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v6 vdda! 0 DC=1.2 

v5 vdd! 0 DC=1.2 

v3 b mid DC=600e-3 

v2 vdd! a DC=600e-3 

v1 d 0 DC=600e-3 

v0 mid c DC=600e-3 

c0 mid 0 10e-12 

xi0 a b c d en enb i16 i0 mid o16 o0 cell 

xi15 a b c d en enb i31 i15 mid o31 o15 cell 

xi14 a b c d en enb i30 i14 mid o30 o14 cell 

xi10 a b c d en enb i26 i10 mid o26 o10 cell 

xi11 a b c d en enb i27 i11 mid o27 o11 cell 

xi3 a b c d en enb i19 i3 mid o19 o3 cell 

xi7 a b c d en enb i23 i7 mid o23 o7 cell 

xi6 a b c d en enb i22 i6 mid o22 o6 cell 

xi2 a b c d en enb i18 i2 mid o18 o2 cell 

xi1 a b c d en enb i17 i1 mid o17 o1 cell 

xi5 a b c d en enb i21 i5 mid o21 o5 cell 

xi9 a b c d en enb i25 i9 mid o25 o9 cell 

xi13 a b c d en enb i29 i13 mid o29 o13 cell 

xi12 a b c d en enb i28 i12 mid o28 o12 cell 

xi8 a b c d en enb i24 i8 mid o24 o8 cell 

xi4 a b c d en enb i20 i4 mid o20 o4 cell 

.END 

B.3 Netlist for reduced swing bus for 400 fF interconnect load 

 
** Generated for: hspiceD 

** Generated on: Apr 12 22:52:05 2012 

** Design library name: shiney_new 

** Design cell name: bus 

** Design view name: schematic 

.GLOBAL vdd! vdda! vddd! 

 

 

.TEMP 25 

.OPTION 

+    ARTIST=2 

+    INGOLD=2 

+    PARHIER=LOCAL 

+    PSF=2 

+    POST 

.tran 1p 123n 

.MEAS TRAN qtot INTEGRAL i(v5) FROM=24n TO=123n 

.MEAS Etot PARAM='-1.2*qtot' 

.MEAS TRAN qtot1 INTEGRAL i(v6) FROM=24n TO=123n 

.MEAS Etot1 PARAM='-1.2*qtot1' 

.MEAS TRAN qtot2 INTEGRAL i(v7) FROM=24n TO=123n 

.MEAS Etot2 PARAM='-1.2*qtot2' 

.VEC invec_j.dat 

.VEC outvec_j.dat 
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.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/def.hspice" 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/design.hspice

" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" dio_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" bjt_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" res_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" mimcap_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_DNW.hsp

ice" Typ_DNW 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_Dio_rf.

hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_CT.

hspice" CT_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SPI

.hspice" SPI_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SYM

.hspice" SYM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q
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2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_LVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_MIM.hsp

ice" MIM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_NMOSVAR

.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_PNVAR.h

spice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RFBONDP

AD.hspice" Typ_BP 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_ST_BALU

N_C100W6S3N4.hspice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TK_3V3_

RF_FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TRANSFO

RMER.hspice" Typical 

 

** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: cell 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt cell a b c d en enb ind inu mid outd outu 

xmn18 ind_i net046 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn17 inu_i net068 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn16 net046 ind 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn15 net068 inu 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 
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xmn14 outd outd_inv 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn13 outu outu_inv 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn12 outd_inv outd_red 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=1.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=544e-15 ad=544e-15 ps=3.88e-6 pd=3.88e-6 nrd=212.5e-3 nrs=212.5e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn11 outu_inv outu_red 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=100.5e-15 ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 

nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn7 net047 en net37 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn5 net37 ind_i 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=1.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=544e-15 

ad=544e-15 ps=3.88e-6 pd=3.88e-6 nrd=212.5e-3 nrs=212.5e-3 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn4 outd_red d_d 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=700e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=238e-15 

ad=238e-15 ps=2.08e-6 pd=2.08e-6 nrd=485.714e-3 nrs=485.714e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn3 outu_red u_d mid b nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn2 net041 inu_i mid b nmos_1p5_lvt w=1.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=544e-15 

ad=544e-15 ps=3.88e-6 pd=3.88e-6 nrd=212.5e-3 nrs=212.5e-3 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn1 net030 en net041 b nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp15 ind_i net046 net017 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=102e-15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp14 inu_i net068 net017 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=102e-15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp13 net046 ind net017 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-

15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp12 net068 inu net017 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-

15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp11 outd outd_inv vddd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=204e-15 ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 

nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp10 outu outu_inv vddd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=204e-15 ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 

nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp9 outd_inv outd_red vdda! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=250e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=107.5e-15 ad=107.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=1.72 nrs=1.72 

sa=370e-9 sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 
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xmp8 outu_inv outu_red vdda! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=1.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 

as=544e-15 ad=544e-15 ps=3.88e-6 pd=3.88e-6 nrd=212.5e-3 nrs=212.5e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp7 outd_red d_d mid c pmos_1p5_lvt w=400e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=136e-15 

ad=136e-15 ps=1.48e-6 pd=1.48e-6 nrd=850e-3 nrs=850e-3 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp6 net37 ind_i mid c pmos_1p5_lvt w=5.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=1.904e-12 

ad=1.904e-12 ps=11.88e-6 pd=11.88e-6 nrd=60.714e-3 nrs=60.714e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp4 net047 enb net37 c pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp3 net030 enb net041 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp1 outu_red u_d vdd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=1.3e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=442e-15 

ad=442e-15 ps=3.28e-6 pd=3.28e-6 nrd=261.538e-3 nrs=261.538e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp0 net041 inu_i vdd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=5.6e-6 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=1.904e-

12 ad=1.904e-12 ps=11.88e-6 pd=11.88e-6 nrd=60.714e-3 nrs=60.714e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

c0 net030 0 400e-15 

c1 net047 0 400e-15 

r0 net030 u_d 100 

r1 net047 d_d 100 

v0 net017 0 DC=1.2 

.ends cell 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: bus 

** View name: schematic 

v7 vddd! 0 DC=1.2 

v6 vdda! 0 DC=1.2 

v5 vdd! 0 DC=1.2 

v3 b mid DC=600e-3 

v2 vdd! a DC=600e-3 

v1 d 0 DC=600e-3 

v0 mid c DC=600e-3 

c0 mid 0 17e-12 

xi15 a b c d en enb i31 i15 mid o31 o15 cell 

xi14 a b c d en enb i30 i14 mid o30 o14 cell 

xi13 a b c d en enb i29 i13 mid o29 o13 cell 

xi12 a b c d en enb i28 i12 mid o28 o12 cell 

xi11 a b c d en enb i27 i11 mid o27 o11 cell 

xi10 a b c d en enb i26 i10 mid o26 o10 cell 

xi9 a b c d en enb i25 i9 mid o25 o9 cell 

xi8 a b c d en enb i24 i8 mid o24 o8 cell 

xi7 a b c d en enb i23 i7 mid o23 o7 cell 

xi6 a b c d en enb i22 i6 mid o22 o6 cell 

xi5 a b c d en enb i21 i5 mid o21 o5 cell 
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xi4 a b c d en enb i20 i4 mid o20 o4 cell 

xi3 a b c d en enb i19 i3 mid o19 o3 cell 

xi2 a b c d en enb i18 i2 mid o18 o2 cell 

xi1 a b c d en enb i17 i1 mid o17 o1 cell 

xi0 a b c d en enb i16 i0 mid o16 o0 cell 

.END 

B.4 Netlist for full swing bus for no interconnect load 

 
** Generated for: hspiceD 

** Generated on: May  2 16:39:20 2012 

** Design library name: shiney_new 

** Design cell name: bus_f 

** Design view name: schematic 

.GLOBAL vdda! vdd! 

 

 

.TEMP 25 

.OPTION 

+    ARTIST=2 

+    INGOLD=2 

+    PARHIER=LOCAL 

+    PSF=2 

+    POST 

.tran 1p 29.52n 

.MEAS TRAN qtot INTEGRAL i(v2) FROM=5.76n TO=29.52n 

.MEAS Etot PARAM='-1.2*qtot' 

.MEAS TRAN qtot1 INTEGRAL i(v3) FROM=5.76n TO=29.52n 

.MEAS Etot1 PARAM='-1.2*qtot1' 

.VEC invec_g.dat 

.VEC outvec_g.dat 

 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/def.hspice" 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/design.hspice

" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" dio_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" bjt_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" res_typical 
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.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" mimcap_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_DNW.hsp

ice" Typ_DNW 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_Dio_rf.

hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_CT.

hspice" CT_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SPI

.hspice" SPI_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SYM

.hspice" SYM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_LVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_MIM.hsp

ice" MIM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_NMOSVAR

.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_PNVAR.h

spice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RFBONDP

AD.hspice" Typ_BP 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q
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2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_ST_BALU

N_C100W6S3N4.hspice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TK_3V3_

RF_FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TRANSFO

RMER.hspice" Typical 

 

** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: cell_f 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt cell_f a d en enb in out 

xmn15 in_i net019 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn16 net019 in 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn3 out net048 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn2 net38 in_i 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn1 net048 en net38 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp12 in_i net019 net09 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-

15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp13 net019 in net09 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp3 net048 enb net38 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp1 out net048 vdda! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp0 net38 in_i vdd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

v0 net09 0 DC=1.2 

.ends cell_f 
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** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: bus_f 

** View name: schematic 

v3 vdda! 0 DC=1.2 

v2 vdd! 0 DC=1.2 

v1 d 0 DC=600e-3 

v0 vdd! a DC=600e-3 

xi31 a d en enb i31 o31 cell_f 

xi30 a d en enb i30 o30 cell_f 

xi29 a d en enb i29 o29 cell_f 

xi28 a d en enb i28 o28 cell_f 

xi27 a d en enb i27 o27 cell_f 

xi26 a d en enb i26 o26 cell_f 

xi25 a d en enb i25 o25 cell_f 

xi24 a d en enb i24 o24 cell_f 

xi23 a d en enb i23 o23 cell_f 

xi22 a d en enb i22 o22 cell_f 

xi21 a d en enb i21 o21 cell_f 

xi20 a d en enb i20 o20 cell_f 

xi19 a d en enb i19 o19 cell_f 

xi18 a d en enb i18 o18 cell_f 

xi17 a d en enb i17 o17 cell_f 

xi16 a d en enb i16 o16 cell_f 

xi15 a d en enb i15 o15 cell_f 

xi14 a d en enb i14 o14 cell_f 

xi13 a d en enb i13 o13 cell_f 

xi12 a d en enb i12 o12 cell_f 

xi11 a d en enb i11 o11 cell_f 

xi10 a d en enb i10 o10 cell_f 

xi9 a d en enb i9 o9 cell_f 

xi8 a d en enb i8 o8 cell_f 

xi7 a d en enb i7 o7 cell_f 

xi6 a d en enb i6 o6 cell_f 

xi5 a d en enb i5 o5 cell_f 

xi4 a d en enb i4 o4 cell_f 

xi3 a d en enb i3 o3 cell_f 

xi2 a d en enb i2 o2 cell_f 

xi1 a d en enb i1 o1 cell_f 

xi0 a d en enb i0 o0 cell_f 

.END 

B.5 Netlist for full swing bus for 200 fF interconnect load 

 

** Generated for: hspiceD 

** Generated on: May  2 15:40:33 2012 

** Design library name: shiney_new 

** Design cell name: bus_f 

** Design view name: schematic 

.GLOBAL vdda! vdd! 
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.TEMP 25 

.OPTION 

+    ARTIST=2 

+    INGOLD=2 

+    PARHIER=LOCAL 

+    PSF=2 

+    POST 

.tran 1p 90.2n 

.MEAS TRAN qtot INTEGRAL i(v2) FROM=17.6n TO=90.2n 

.MEAS Etot PARAM='-1.2*qtot' 

.MEAS TRAN qtot1 INTEGRAL i(v3) FROM=17.6n TO=90.2n 

.MEAS Etot1 PARAM='-1.2*qtot1' 

.VEC invec_g.dat 

.VEC outvec_g.dat 

 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/def.hspice" 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/design.hspice

" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" dio_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" bjt_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" res_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" mimcap_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_DNW.hsp

ice" Typ_DNW 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q
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2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_Dio_rf.

hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_CT.

hspice" CT_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SPI

.hspice" SPI_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SYM

.hspice" SYM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_LVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_MIM.hsp

ice" MIM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_NMOSVAR

.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_PNVAR.h

spice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RFBONDP

AD.hspice" Typ_BP 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_ST_BALU

N_C100W6S3N4.hspice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TK_3V3_

RF_FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TRANSFO

RMER.hspice" Typical 
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** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: cell_f 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt cell_f a d en enb in out 

xmn15 in_i net019 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn16 net019 in 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn3 out net012 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn2 net38 in_i 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn1 net048 en net38 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp12 in_i net019 net09 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-

15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp13 net019 in net09 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp3 net048 enb net38 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp1 out net012 vdda! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp0 net38 in_i vdd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=370e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=125.8e-15 

ad=125.8e-15 ps=1.42e-6 pd=1.42e-6 nrd=918.919e-3 nrs=918.919e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

c0 net048 0 200e-15 

r0 net048 net012 50 

v0 net09 0 DC=1.2 

.ends cell_f 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: bus_f 

** View name: schematic 

v3 vdda! 0 DC=1.2 

v2 vdd! 0 DC=1.2 

v1 d 0 DC=600e-3 

v0 vdd! a DC=600e-3 

xi31 a d en enb i31 o31 cell_f 

xi30 a d en enb i30 o30 cell_f 

xi29 a d en enb i29 o29 cell_f 

xi28 a d en enb i28 o28 cell_f 
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xi27 a d en enb i27 o27 cell_f 

xi26 a d en enb i26 o26 cell_f 

xi25 a d en enb i25 o25 cell_f 

xi24 a d en enb i24 o24 cell_f 

xi23 a d en enb i23 o23 cell_f 

xi22 a d en enb i22 o22 cell_f 

xi21 a d en enb i21 o21 cell_f 

xi20 a d en enb i20 o20 cell_f 

xi19 a d en enb i19 o19 cell_f 

xi18 a d en enb i18 o18 cell_f 

xi17 a d en enb i17 o17 cell_f 

xi16 a d en enb i16 o16 cell_f 

xi15 a d en enb i15 o15 cell_f 

xi14 a d en enb i14 o14 cell_f 

xi13 a d en enb i13 o13 cell_f 

xi12 a d en enb i12 o12 cell_f 

xi11 a d en enb i11 o11 cell_f 

xi10 a d en enb i10 o10 cell_f 

xi9 a d en enb i9 o9 cell_f 

xi8 a d en enb i8 o8 cell_f 

xi7 a d en enb i7 o7 cell_f 

xi6 a d en enb i6 o6 cell_f 

xi5 a d en enb i5 o5 cell_f 

xi4 a d en enb i4 o4 cell_f 

xi3 a d en enb i3 o3 cell_f 

xi2 a d en enb i2 o2 cell_f 

xi1 a d en enb i1 o1 cell_f 

xi0 a d en enb i0 o0 cell_f 

.END 

 

B.6 Netlist for full swing bus for 400 fF interconnect load 

 
** Generated for: hspiceD 

** Generated on: Apr 12 23:53:00 2012 

** Design library name: shiney_new 

** Design cell name: bus_f 

** Design view name: schematic 

.GLOBAL vdd! vdda! 

 

 

.TEMP 25 

.OPTION 

+    ARTIST=2 

+    INGOLD=2 

+    PARHIER=LOCAL 

+    PSF=2 

+    POST 

.tran 1p 123n 

.MEAS TRAN qtot INTEGRAL i(v2) FROM=24n TO=123n 

.MEAS Etot PARAM='-1.2*qtot' 
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.MEAS TRAN qtot1 INTEGRAL i(v3) FROM=24n TO=123n 

.MEAS Etot1 PARAM='-1.2*qtot1' 

.VEC invec_h.dat 

.VEC outvec_h.dat 

 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/def.hspice" 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/design.hspice

" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" dio_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" bjt_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" res_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" mimcap_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_DNW.hsp

ice" Typ_DNW 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_Dio_rf.

hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_CT.

hspice" CT_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SPI

.hspice" SPI_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q
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2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SYM

.hspice" SYM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_LVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_MIM.hsp

ice" MIM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_NMOSVAR

.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_PNVAR.h

spice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RFBONDP

AD.hspice" Typ_BP 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_ST_BALU

N_C100W6S3N4.hspice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TK_3V3_

RF_FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TRANSFO

RMER.hspice" Typical 

 

** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: cell_f 

** View name: schematic 

.subckt cell_f a d en enb in out 

xmn16 net019 in 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn15 in_i net019 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 
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xmn3 out net012 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=150e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=100.5e-15 

ad=100.5e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=4.466667 nrs=4.466667 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn2 net38 in_i 0 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=260e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=108.2e-15 

ad=108.2e-15 ps=1.34e-6 pd=1.34e-6 nrd=1.600592 nrs=1.600592 sa=370e-9 

sb=370e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmn1 net048 en net38 d nmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp13 net019 in net09 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp12 in_i net019 net09 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-

15 ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp3 net048 enb net38 a pmos_1p5_lvt w=600e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=204e-15 

ad=204e-15 ps=1.88e-6 pd=1.88e-6 nrd=566.667e-3 nrs=566.667e-3 sa=340e-

9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp1 out net012 vdda! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=300e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=102e-15 

ad=102e-15 ps=1.28e-6 pd=1.28e-6 nrd=1.133333 nrs=1.133333 sa=340e-9 

sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

xmp0 net38 in_i vdd! a pmos_1p5_lvt w=620e-9 l=130e-9 nf=1 as=210.8e-15 

ad=210.8e-15 ps=1.92e-6 pd=1.92e-6 nrd=548.387e-3 nrs=548.387e-3 

sa=340e-9 sb=340e-9 sd=0 m=1 

c0 net048 0 400e-15 

r0 net048 net012 100 

v0 net09 0 DC=1.2 

.ends cell_f 

** End of subcircuit definition. 

 

** Library name: shiney_new 

** Cell name: bus_f 

** View name: schematic 

v3 vdda! 0 DC=1.2 

v2 vdd! 0 DC=1.2 

v1 d 0 DC=600e-3 

v0 vdd! a DC=600e-3 

xi31 a d en enb i31 o31 cell_f 

xi30 a d en enb i30 o30 cell_f 

xi29 a d en enb i29 o29 cell_f 

xi28 a d en enb i28 o28 cell_f 

xi27 a d en enb i27 o27 cell_f 

xi26 a d en enb i26 o26 cell_f 

xi25 a d en enb i25 o25 cell_f 

xi24 a d en enb i24 o24 cell_f 

xi23 a d en enb i23 o23 cell_f 

xi22 a d en enb i22 o22 cell_f 

xi21 a d en enb i21 o21 cell_f 

xi20 a d en enb i20 o20 cell_f 

xi19 a d en enb i19 o19 cell_f 

xi18 a d en enb i18 o18 cell_f 
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xi17 a d en enb i17 o17 cell_f 

xi16 a d en enb i16 o16 cell_f 

xi15 a d en enb i15 o15 cell_f 

xi14 a d en enb i14 o14 cell_f 

xi13 a d en enb i13 o13 cell_f 

xi12 a d en enb i12 o12 cell_f 

xi11 a d en enb i11 o11 cell_f 

xi10 a d en enb i10 o10 cell_f 

xi9 a d en enb i9 o9 cell_f 

xi8 a d en enb i8 o8 cell_f 

xi7 a d en enb i7 o7 cell_f 

xi6 a d en enb i6 o6 cell_f 

xi5 a d en enb i5 o5 cell_f 

xi4 a d en enb i4 o4 cell_f 

xi3 a d en enb i3 o3 cell_f 

xi2 a d en enb i2 o2 cell_f 

xi1 a d en enb i1 o1 cell_f 

xi0 a d en enb i0 o0 cell_f 

.END 
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Appendix C 
 

In this appendix, all files related to the disparity calculation are attached. C.1 contains 

the verilog code used for realizing the disparity calculation logic. C.2 contains the 

synthesized netlist in hspiceD compatible format. 

C.1 Verilog code for disparity calculator 

 
module disparity(a, a_out); 

 

input [31:0] a; 

output reg [31:0] a_out; 

reg [4:0] a0_15, bb16_31 ; 

reg [5:0] disp; 

 

always@(*) 

begin 

 

 

        a0_15 = a[0] + a[1] + a[2] + a[3] + a[4] + a[5] + a[6] + a[7] + 

a[8] + a[9] + a[10] + a[11] + a[12] + a[13] + a[14] + a[15]; 

 

        bb16_31 = ~a[16] + ~a[17] + ~a[18] + ~a[19] + ~a[20] + ~a[21] + 

~a[22] + ~a[23] + ~a[24] + ~a[25] + ~a[26] + ~a[27] + ~a[28] + ~a[29] + 

~a[30] + ~a[31]; 

 

        disp = a0_15 - bb16_31; 

 

        if((disp[5:3] == 3'b111) || (disp[5:3] == 3'b000)) 

                a_out = a; 

        else 

        begin 

                a_out[31:16] = ~a[31:16]; 

                a_out[15:0] = a[15:0]; 

        end 

end 

endmodule 

C.2 Synthesized netlist for disparity calculator 

 

This section contains the synthesized netlist for the disparity calculator. The 

synthesized netlist obtained from the synthesis script in the previous section is then passed 
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through a utility v2lvs which is a part of the calibre2011.3 package from Mentor Graphics to 

convert it into Hspice compatible format. The command used is as follows: 

v2lvs –i -lsp csm13lp.cdl -o netlist.sp -s csm13lp.cdl -s0 VSS -s1 VDD -v a.v 

Here csm13lp.cdl is the combined netlist file for all standard cells and is available in 

the design kit. Netlist.sp is the hspiceD compatible netlist created as an outcome of this 

command and a.v is the synthesized verilog file obtained after synthesis script is run. The 

option + MACMOD = 1 needs to be set in the netlist.sp before it can be simulated with 

hspiceD to allow the transistors to be instantiated as models instead of subcircuits. This was 

done because the file csm13lp.cdl in this technology kits has the transistors instantiated as 

models. The following is the final hspiceD compatible netlist. 

$ Spice netlist generated by v2lvs 

$ v2011.3_18.12    Wed Aug 10 15:08:48 PDT 2011 

.INCLUDE "csm13lp.cdl"  

.TEMP 25 

.OPTION 

+    ARTIST=2 

+    INGOLD=2 

+    PARHIER=LOCAL 

+    PSF=2 

+    MACMOD=1 

+    POST 

.tran 1p 123n 

.MEAS TRAN qtot INTEGRAL i(v5) FROM=24n TO=123n 

.MEAS Etot PARAM='-1.2*qtot' 

.VEC invec_pwr2.dat 

.VEC outvec_pwr2.dat 

v5 VDD VSS DC=1.2 

v6 VSS 0 DC=0 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/def.hspice" 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/design.hspice

" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" typical 
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.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" dio_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" bjt_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" res_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142001-1h.hspice" mimcap_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/sm142004-1b.hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_DNW.hsp

ice" Typ_DNW 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_Dio_rf.

hspice" diode_typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_CT.

hspice" CT_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SPI

.hspice" SPI_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_IND_SYM

.hspice" SYM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_LVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_MIM.hsp

ice" MIM_Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_NMOSVAR

.hspice" Typical 
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.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_PNVAR.h

spice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RFBONDP

AD.hspice" Typ_BP 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_RVT_RF_

FET.hspice" Typical 

.INCLUDE 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_ST_BALU

N_C100W6S3N4.hspice" 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TK_3V3_

RF_FET.hspice" Typical 

.LIB 

"/afs/eos.ncsu.edu/lockers/research/ece/dk_tezzaron/MOSIS_TDP/TDP_2011q

2v3/chrt13lprf_DK009_Rev_1D/hspice/013LP_RF_Models_HSPICE/013LP_TRANSFO

RMER.hspice" Typical 

 

Xadd_9_root_add_12_15_U1_1 add_7_root_add_12_15_B_2_ 

add_7_root_add_12_15_B_1_  

+ add_9_root_add_12_15_A_1_ add_9_root_add_12_15_B_1_  

+ add_9_root_add_12_15_carry_1_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_9_root_add_12_15_U1_0 add_9_root_add_12_15_carry_1_  

+ add_7_root_add_12_15_B_0_ add_9_root_add_12_15_A_0_ 

add_9_root_add_12_15_B_0_  

+ a15 ADDFXL  

Xadd_8_root_add_12_15_U1_1 add_6_root_add_12_15_A_2_ 

add_6_root_add_12_15_A_1_  

+ add_8_root_add_12_15_A_1_ add_8_root_add_12_15_B_1_  

+ add_8_root_add_12_15_carry_1_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_10_root_add_12_15_U1_0 add_7_root_add_12_15_A_1_ 

add_7_root_add_12_15_A_0_  

+ a13 a14 a12 ADDFXL  

Xadd_11_root_add_12_15_U1_0 add_8_root_add_12_15_B_1_ 

add_8_root_add_12_15_B_0_  

+ a10 a11 a9 ADDFXL  

Xadd_7_root_add_12_15_U1_1 add_7_root_add_12_15_carry_2_  

+ add_6_root_add_12_15_B_1_ add_7_root_add_12_15_A_1_ 

add_7_root_add_12_15_B_1_  

+ add_7_root_add_12_15_carry_1_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_6_root_add_12_15_U1_2 add_6_root_add_12_15_carry_3_ sub_16_A_2_  

+ add_6_root_add_12_15_A_2_ add_6_root_add_12_15_B_2_  

+ add_6_root_add_12_15_carry_2_ ADDFXL  
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Xadd_2_root_add_14_15_U1_1 add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_2_  

+ add_0_root_add_14_15_A_1_ add_2_root_add_14_15_A_1_ 

add_2_root_add_14_15_B_1_  

+ add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_6_root_add_12_15_U1_1 add_6_root_add_12_15_carry_2_ sub_16_A_1_  

+ add_6_root_add_12_15_A_1_ add_6_root_add_12_15_B_1_  

+ add_6_root_add_12_15_carry_1_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_4_root_add_14_15_U1_1 add_1_root_add_14_15_A_2_ 

add_1_root_add_14_15_A_1_  

+ add_4_root_add_14_15_A_1_ add_4_root_add_14_15_B_1_  

+ add_4_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_3_root_add_14_15_U1_1 add_1_root_add_14_15_B_2_ 

add_1_root_add_14_15_B_1_  

+ add_3_root_add_14_15_A_1_ add_3_root_add_14_15_B_1_  

+ add_3_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ ADDFXL  

Xsub_16_U2_4 sub_16_carry_5_ sub_16_DIFF_4_ sub_16_A_4_ n364 

sub_16_carry_4_  

+ ADDFXL  

Xsub_16_U2_2 sub_16_carry_3_ 1000 sub_16_A_2_ sub_16_B_not_2_ 

sub_16_carry_2_  

+ ADDFXL  

Xsub_16_U2_3 sub_16_carry_4_ sub_16_DIFF_3_ sub_16_A_3_ sub_16_B_not_3_  

+ sub_16_carry_3_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_0_root_add_14_15_U1_2 add_0_root_add_14_15_carry_3_ sub_16_B_2_  

+ add_0_root_add_14_15_A_2_ add_0_root_add_14_15_B_2_  

+ add_0_root_add_14_15_carry_2_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_0_root_add_14_15_U1_1 add_0_root_add_14_15_carry_2_ sub_16_B_1_  

+ add_0_root_add_14_15_A_1_ add_0_root_add_14_15_B_1_  

+ add_0_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_1_root_add_14_15_U1_1 add_1_root_add_14_15_carry_2_  

+ add_0_root_add_14_15_B_1_ add_1_root_add_14_15_A_1_ 

add_1_root_add_14_15_B_1_  

+ add_1_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ ADDFXL  

Xsub_16_U2_1 sub_16_carry_2_ 1001 sub_16_A_1_ sub_16_B_not_1_ 

sub_16_carry_1_  

+ ADDFXL  

Xadd_1_root_add_14_15_U1_2 add_0_root_add_14_15_B_3_ 

add_0_root_add_14_15_B_2_  

+ add_1_root_add_14_15_A_2_ add_1_root_add_14_15_B_2_  

+ add_1_root_add_14_15_carry_2_ ADDFXL  

Xadd_0_root_add_14_15_U1_3 add_0_root_add_14_15_carry_4_ sub_16_B_3_  

+ add_0_root_add_14_15_A_3_ add_0_root_add_14_15_B_3_  

+ add_0_root_add_14_15_carry_3_ ADDFXL  

XU76 n364 add_0_root_add_14_15_A_4_ add_0_root_add_14_15_carry_4_ 

XOR2X1  

XU77 n365 add_0_root_add_14_15_B_0_ add_0_root_add_14_15_A_0_ XNOR2X1  

XU78 a_out16 a16 n389 XNOR2XL  

XU79 a_out23 a23 n389 XNOR2XL  

XU96 sub_16_DIFF_5_ sub_16_carry_5_ CLKINVX1  

XU97 sub_16_carry_1_ sub_16_A_0_ n365 OR2X1  

XU98 add_0_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ add_0_root_add_14_15_B_0_  
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+ add_0_root_add_14_15_A_0_ AND2X1  

XU99 add_1_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ add_1_root_add_14_15_A_0_  

+ add_1_root_add_14_15_B_0_ AND2X1  

XU100 add_0_root_add_14_15_B_0_ add_1_root_add_14_15_B_0_  

+ add_1_root_add_14_15_A_0_ XOR2X1  

XU101 add_3_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ add_3_root_add_14_15_A_0_  

+ add_3_root_add_14_15_B_0_ AND2X1  

XU102 add_1_root_add_14_15_B_0_ add_3_root_add_14_15_B_0_  

+ add_3_root_add_14_15_A_0_ XOR2X1  

XU103 add_3_root_add_14_15_B_1_ U28_DATA2_11 U28_DATA2_12 AND2X1  

XU104 add_3_root_add_14_15_B_0_ U28_DATA2_12 U28_DATA2_11 XOR2X1  

XU105 add_3_root_add_14_15_A_1_ U28_DATA2_9 U28_DATA2_10 AND2X1  

XU106 add_3_root_add_14_15_A_0_ U28_DATA2_10 U28_DATA2_9 XOR2X1  

XU107 add_4_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ add_4_root_add_14_15_A_0_  

+ add_4_root_add_14_15_B_0_ AND2X1  

XU108 add_1_root_add_14_15_A_0_ add_4_root_add_14_15_B_0_  

+ add_4_root_add_14_15_A_0_ XOR2X1  

XU109 add_4_root_add_14_15_B_1_ U28_DATA2_7 U28_DATA2_8 AND2X1  

XU110 add_4_root_add_14_15_B_0_ U28_DATA2_8 U28_DATA2_7 XOR2X1  

XU111 add_4_root_add_14_15_A_1_ U28_DATA2_6 U28_DATA2_5 AND2X1  

XU112 add_4_root_add_14_15_A_0_ U28_DATA2_6 U28_DATA2_5 XOR2X1  

XU113 add_0_root_add_14_15_A_4_ add_2_root_add_14_15_B_4_  

+ add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_4_ XNOR2X1  

XU114 add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_4_ add_2_root_add_14_15_B_3_  

+ add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_3_ OR2X1  

XU115 add_0_root_add_14_15_A_3_ add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_3_  

+ add_2_root_add_14_15_B_3_ XNOR2X1  

XU116 add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_3_ add_2_root_add_14_15_B_2_  

+ add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_2_ OR2X1  

XU117 add_0_root_add_14_15_A_2_ add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_2_  

+ add_2_root_add_14_15_B_2_ XNOR2X1  

XU118 add_2_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ add_2_root_add_14_15_A_0_  

+ add_2_root_add_14_15_B_0_ AND2X1  

XU119 add_0_root_add_14_15_A_0_ add_2_root_add_14_15_B_0_  

+ add_2_root_add_14_15_A_0_ XOR2X1  

XU120 add_2_root_add_14_15_B_4_ add_5_root_add_14_15_B_3_  

+ add_5_root_add_14_15_carry_3_ OR2X1  

XU121 add_2_root_add_14_15_B_3_ add_5_root_add_14_15_carry_3_  

+ add_5_root_add_14_15_B_3_ XNOR2X1  

XU122 add_5_root_add_14_15_carry_3_ add_5_root_add_14_15_B_2_  

+ add_5_root_add_14_15_carry_2_ OR2X1  

XU123 add_2_root_add_14_15_B_2_ add_5_root_add_14_15_carry_2_  

+ add_5_root_add_14_15_B_2_ XNOR2X1  

XU124 add_5_root_add_14_15_carry_2_ add_5_root_add_14_15_B_1_  

+ add_5_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ OR2X1  

XU125 add_2_root_add_14_15_B_1_ add_5_root_add_14_15_carry_1_  

+ add_5_root_add_14_15_B_1_ XNOR2X1  

XU126 add_5_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ U28_DATA2_15 

add_5_root_add_14_15_B_0_  

+ AND2X1  
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XU127 add_2_root_add_14_15_B_0_ add_5_root_add_14_15_B_0_ U28_DATA2_15 

XOR2X1  

XU128 add_5_root_add_14_15_B_3_ add_11_root_add_14_15_A_2_  

+ add_11_root_add_14_15_carry_2_ OR2X1  

XU129 add_5_root_add_14_15_B_2_ add_11_root_add_14_15_carry_2_  

+ add_11_root_add_14_15_A_2_ XNOR2X1  

XU130 add_11_root_add_14_15_carry_2_ add_11_root_add_14_15_A_1_  

+ add_11_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ OR2X1  

XU131 add_5_root_add_14_15_B_1_ add_11_root_add_14_15_carry_1_  

+ add_11_root_add_14_15_A_1_ XNOR2X1  

XU132 add_11_root_add_14_15_carry_1_ U28_DATA2_4 

add_11_root_add_14_15_A_0_  

+ AND2X1  

XU133 add_5_root_add_14_15_B_0_ U28_DATA2_4 add_11_root_add_14_15_A_0_ 

XOR2X1  

XU134 add_2_root_add_14_15_A_1_ U28_DATA2_13 U28_DATA2_14 AND2X1  

XU135 add_2_root_add_14_15_A_0_ U28_DATA2_14 U28_DATA2_13 XOR2X1  

XU136 sub_16_A_4_ add_6_root_add_12_15_B_3_ 

add_6_root_add_12_15_carry_3_  

+ AND2X1  

XU137 sub_16_A_3_ add_6_root_add_12_15_B_3_ 

add_6_root_add_12_15_carry_3_  

+ XOR2X1  

XU138 add_6_root_add_12_15_carry_1_ add_6_root_add_12_15_B_0_  

+ add_6_root_add_12_15_A_0_ AND2X1  

XU139 sub_16_A_0_ add_6_root_add_12_15_B_0_ add_6_root_add_12_15_A_0_ 

XOR2X1  

XU140 add_6_root_add_12_15_B_3_ add_7_root_add_12_15_carry_2_  

+ add_7_root_add_12_15_B_2_ AND2X1  

XU141 add_6_root_add_12_15_B_2_ add_7_root_add_12_15_B_2_  

+ add_7_root_add_12_15_carry_2_ XOR2X1  

XU142 add_7_root_add_12_15_carry_1_ add_7_root_add_12_15_A_0_  

+ add_7_root_add_12_15_B_0_ AND2X1  

XU143 add_6_root_add_12_15_B_0_ add_7_root_add_12_15_B_0_  

+ add_7_root_add_12_15_A_0_ XOR2X1  

XU144 add_8_root_add_12_15_carry_1_ add_8_root_add_12_15_A_0_  

+ add_8_root_add_12_15_B_0_ AND2X1  

XU145 add_6_root_add_12_15_A_0_ add_8_root_add_12_15_B_0_  

+ add_8_root_add_12_15_A_0_ XOR2X1  

XU146 sub_16_B_not_3_ sub_16_B_3_ CLKINVX1  

XU147 sub_16_B_not_2_ sub_16_B_2_ CLKINVX1  

XU148 sub_16_B_not_1_ sub_16_B_1_ CLKINVX1  

XU149 add_9_root_add_12_15_B_1_ a3 a4 n382 a5 AO22X1  

XU150 add_9_root_add_12_15_B_0_ a5 n382 XOR2X1  

XU151 n382 a4 a3 XOR2X1  

XU152 add_9_root_add_12_15_A_1_ a0 a1 n383 a2 AO22X1  

XU153 add_9_root_add_12_15_A_0_ a2 n383 XOR2X1  

XU154 n383 a1 a0 XOR2X1  

XU155 add_8_root_add_12_15_A_1_ a6 a7 n384 a8 AO22X1  

XU156 add_8_root_add_12_15_A_0_ a8 n384 XOR2X1  

XU157 n384 a7 a6 XOR2X1  
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XU158 add_11_root_add_14_15_A_2_ n385 a19 n386 NOR3X1  

XU159 add_11_root_add_14_15_A_1_ n387 n386 XOR2X1  

XU160 n386 a18 n388 a17 a16 OA22X1  

XU161 n387 n385 a19 OR2X1  

XU162 add_11_root_add_14_15_A_0_ a19 n385 XOR2X1  

XU163 n385 a18 n388 XNOR2X1  

XU164 n388 a16 a17 XNOR2X1  

XU165 a_out25 a25 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU166 a_out24 a24 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU167 a_out22 a22 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU168 a_out21 a21 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU169 a_out20 a20 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU170 a_out19 a19 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU171 a_out18 a18 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU172 a_out31 a31 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU173 a_out30 a30 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU174 a_out29 a29 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU175 a_out28 a28 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU176 a_out27 a27 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU177 a_out26 a26 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU178 a_out17 a17 n389 XNOR2X1  

XU179 n389 sub_16_DIFF_5_ n390 n391 OA21XL  

XU180 n391 sub_16_DIFF_5_ n390 sub_16_DIFF_3_ MXI2X1  

XU181 n390 sub_16_DIFF_4_ CLKINVX1  

XU182 U28_DATA2_9 a25 CLKINVX1  

XU183 U28_DATA2_8 a24 CLKINVX1  

XU184 U28_DATA2_7 a23 CLKINVX1  

XU185 U28_DATA2_6 a22 CLKINVX1  

XU186 U28_DATA2_5 a21 CLKINVX1  

XU187 U28_DATA2_4 a20 CLKINVX1  

XU188 U28_DATA2_15 a31 CLKINVX1  

XU189 U28_DATA2_14 a30 CLKINVX1  

XU190 U28_DATA2_13 a29 CLKINVX1  

XU191 U28_DATA2_12 a28 CLKINVX1  

XU192 U28_DATA2_11 a27 CLKINVX1  

XU193 U28_DATA2_10 a26 CLKINVX1  

.GLOBAL VDD  

.GLOBAL VSS  

 

.GLOBAL vddbuf 

.subckt inbuf Y A 

M0 vddbuf net7 Y vddbuf pmos_1p5 l=0.13u w=01.28u 

M1 Y net7 0 0 nmos_1p5 l=0.13u w=0.84u 

M2 vddbuf A net7 vddbuf pmos_1p5 l=0.13u w=0.49u 

M3 net7 A 0 0 nmos_1p5 l=0.13u w=0.32u 

.ends inbuf 

v9 vddbuf 0 DC=1.2 

.subckt outinv Y A 

M0 vddbuf A net7 vddbuf pmos_1p5 l=0.13u w=0.23u 

M1 net7 A 0 0 nmos_1p5 l=0.13u w=0.15u 

.ends outinv 
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Xa0 a0 i_a0 inbuf 

Xa1 a1 i_a1 inbuf 

Xa2 a2 i_a2 inbuf 

Xa3 a3 i_a3 inbuf 

Xa4 a4 i_a4 inbuf 

Xa5 a5 i_a5 inbuf 

Xa6 a6 i_a6 inbuf 

Xa7 a7 i_a7 inbuf 

Xa8 a8 i_a8 inbuf 

Xa9 a9 i_a9 inbuf 

Xa10 a10 i_10 inbuf 

Xa11 a11 i_a11 inbuf 

Xa12 a12 i_a12 inbuf 

Xa13 a13 i_a13 inbuf 

Xa14 a14 i_a14 inbuf 

Xa15 a15 i_a15 inbuf 

Xa16 a16 i_a16 inbuf 

Xa17 a17 i_a17 inbuf 

Xa18 a18 i_a18 inbuf 

Xa19 a19 i_a19 inbuf 

Xa20 a20 i_a20 inbuf 

Xa21 a21 i_a21 inbuf 

Xa22 a22 i_a22 inbuf 

Xa23 a23 i_a23 inbuf 

Xa24 a24 i_a24 inbuf 

Xa25 a25 i_a25 inbuf 

Xa26 a26 i_a26 inbuf 

Xa27 a27 i_a27 inbuf 

Xa28 a28 i_a28 inbuf 

Xa29 a29 i_a29 inbuf 

Xa30 a30 i_a30 inbuf 

Xa31 a31 i_a31 inbuf 

 

Xab0 o_a0 a0 outinv 

Xab1 o_a1 a1 outinv 

Xab2 o_a2 a2 outinv 

Xab3 o_a3 a3 outinv 

Xab4 o_a4 a4 outinv 

Xab5 o_a5 a5 outinv 

Xab6 o_a6 a6 outinv 

Xab7 o_a7 a7 outinv 

Xab8 o_a8 a8 outinv 

Xab9 o_a9 a9 outinv 

Xab10 o_a10 a10 outinv 

Xab11 o_a11 a11 outinv 

Xab12 o_a12 a12 outinv 

Xab13 o_a13 a13 outinv 

Xab14 o_a14 a14 outinv 

Xab15 o_a15 a15 outinv 

Xab16 o_a16 a_out16 outinv 

Xab17 o_a17 a_out17 outinv 
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Xab18 o_a18 a_out18 outinv 

Xab19 o_a19 a_out19 outinv 

Xab20 o_a20 a_out20 outinv 

Xab21 o_a21 a_out21 outinv 

Xab22 o_a22 a_out22 outinv 

Xab23 o_a23 a_out23 outinv 

Xab24 o_a24 a_out24 outinv 

Xab25 o_a25 a_out25 outinv 

Xab26 o_a26 a_out26 outinv 

Xab27 o_a27 a_out27 outinv 

Xab28 o_a28 a_out28 outinv 

Xab29 o_a29 a_out29 outinv 

Xab30 o_a30 a_out30 outinv 

Xab31 o_a31 a_out31 outinv 

.end 
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Appendix D 
 

This appendix contains examples of the input vector files used for simulation. D.1 

contains a sample input vector file used for simulation of the bus circuit and D.2 contains a 

sample input vector file used for the simulation of the disparity calculator circuit. 

D.1 Input vector file for pattern 1 used for simulation of the bus circuit 

 
radix 11111111111111111111111111111111 1 1 

vname i[31:0] en enb 

io iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i i 

tunit ns 

slope 0.05 

vih 1.2 

vil 0 

tdelay 0 

period 3 

 

11111111000000001111111100000000 1 0 

00000000111111110000000011111111 1 0 

11111111000000001111111100000000 1 0 

00000000111111110000000011111111 1 0 

11111111000000001111111100000000 1 0 

00000000111111110000000011111111 1 0 

11111111000000001111111100000000 1 0 

00000000111111110000000011111111 1 0 

 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 
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00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

00000000111111111111111111111111 1 0 

11111111000000000000000000000000 1 0 

D.2 Input vector file for pattern 1 used for simulation of the disparity calculation circuit 

 
radix 11111111111111111111111111111111 1 1 

vname i_a[31:0] en enb 

io iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i i 

tunit ns 

slope 0.05 

vih 1.2 

vil 0 

tdelay 0 

period 3 

 

11111111000000001111111100000000 1 0 

00000000111111110000000011111111 1 0 

11111111000000001111111100000000 1 0 

00000000111111110000000011111111 1 0 

11111111000000001111111100000000 1 0 

00000000111111110000000011111111 1 0 

11111111000000001111111100000000 1 0 

00000000111111110000000011111111 1 0 

 

 

 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 
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11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

11111110000000001000000000000000 1 0 

00000001111111110111111111111111 1 0 

 

 


